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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Purpose
Monitoring the physiological status of astronauts is crucial to future long-term
missions of the space program. Some of the physical and chemical indicators of
physiological status include: blood pressure, heart rate and blood pH, oxygen,
carbon dioxide, sodium, potassium and calcium. These parameters are important in
monitoring stress,1 dehydration,2 renal function,3 skeletal turnover,^ onset of
illness,1 and many other symptomatic disorders.
One of the challenges of space exploration is the development of compact,
durable and reliable instrumentation for incorporation into a life support system.
Conventional analytical instrumentation only partially fulfills these needs. For
example, procedures for direct analysis of sodium, potassium, calcium and other
important minerals typically employ flames, plasmas or electrical arcs for sample
atomization and excitation, facilitating assay of the target analyte by emission or
absorbance.s These instruments are large and require expendable support
materials, i.e., fuel and oxidant gasses for flames and plasmas. Since the
exploration of space and colonization of extraterrestrial bodies places extreme
limitations of payload size, the expansiveness of conventional analytical
instrumentation dictates development of novel, miniaturized instrumentation. The
objective of this thesis was to design and build an instrument to meet these
challenges.
Overview of Dissertation
The introduction first explains the physiological importance of pH, sodium,
potassium, and calcium. A brief description is then given of key optical components
of the fiber-optic photometer. This is followed by four papers, the first of which has
been published in Applied Spectrosœpy. The subsequent papers will be submitted
for publication in appropriate technical journals.
The first paper describes the early development of a fiber-optic photometer to
measure pH using Congo Red immobilized at cellulose acetate films. This research
established the foundation for developing a different thin-film sensor based upon
covalent immobilization of fluoresceinamine as described in the second paper. Also,
the electronics were enhanced resulting in the construction of a prototype
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instrument for commercialization as described in the third paper. The fourth paper
describes the consolidation of these technologies as a pH sensor for biological
fluids, specifically bovine serum. Following these papers is a general conclusion
with a description for additional research. As the project became a larger
instrumental engineering task than originally foreseen, the development of thin-film
sensors was limited to pH. Proposed indicators for the detection of calcium,
sodium, and potassium are briefly discussed. Also, a list of references covering the
main body material is given following the general conclusion section.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLE OF pH, CALCIUM, SODIUM, AND POTASSIUM
Chemical Indicators of Physiological Status
A change in body temperature or relative composition of body fluids has a direct
effect on cellular operations. Such variations can be caused by illness, organ
dysfunction, environmental alterations, and physical injury, thereby changing the
characteristics of tissues and compromising entire organ systems.1 Monitoring
indicators of homeostasis (i.e., the maintenance of a relatively constant internal
environment) is vital in assessing the physiological status of astronauts in space.
êH
The pH of blood normally ranges from 7.35 to 7.45. Any deviation represents a
significant threat to homeostasis, since changes in hydrogen ion concentrations will
destabilize cell membranes, alter protein structure, and alter the biological activities
of many important enzymes. Hydrogen ions are highly reactive and can interact
v/ith other ions and compounds within the body and disrupt metabolic pathways.
The nervous system is particularly sensitive to pH fluctuations. The control of pH is
therefore a homeostatic process of great physiological and clinical significance.
Factors which affect this crucial balance are respiratory and metabolic disorders.1
If an individual develops alkalosis (a condition characterized by a plasma pH of
greater than 7.45), the pH rises and the nervous system becomes more excitable.
When the condition is induced by hyperventilation, grand mal or petit mal
convulsions can be provoked. Disorientation and confusion may occur. This may
be followed by drowsiness and coma.®
During acidosis (a condition characterized by a plasma pH of less than 7.35) the
hydrogen ion concentration rises and pH declines. Activity within the nervous
system becomes depressed and neural function is inhibited. As the pH reaches 7.0,
the neurological system is severely compromised, cardiac output is decreased, and
respiratory depression may occur, which can eventually lead to a coma."!-®
Calcium Ion
Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the human body with more than 98% of
it deposited in the skeleton. Approximately one-fifth of the skeleton is turned over
every year as the body adapts to stresses within the skeletal structure. It is the
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most crucial cation of the body in terms of diversity of function. It is particularly
important to the activity of membranes, neurons, and muscle cells. Calcium ion
homeostasis is maintained by a negative feedback system involving a pair of
symbiotic hormones, calcitonin and parathorome.1 Together, these hormones
coordinate storage, absorption, and excretion of calcium ions from the bones,
digestive tract, and kidneys, respectively.
The calcium ion balance is usually regulated within a 10 percent daily variance
and large disparities are rare.1 Hypercalcemia is the condition when serum calcium
concentrations increase above 5.25 mEq/l, resulting in decreased neuromuscular
excitability. Muscular weakness or uncoordination and gastrointestinal disorders
are common symptoms of this condition. Hypocalcemia exists when serum calcium
concentrations fall below 4.5 mEq/l. This can result in increased neuromuscular
irritability, possibly leading to tetany or induced convulsions.
As pertains to space exploration, Skylab studies have indicated above normal
excretion of calcium in urine and feces.4 Urinary calcium levels plateaued after 30
days inflight. In contrast, fecal calcium content continued to increase for the
duration of the flights. Calcium is regulated by its release from bone reserves when
blood levels fall below normal concentrations. Although the total loss of calcium
from bone reserves was not deemed significant for the length of the Skylab
missions, long term space missions demand that calcium levels be closely
monitored. Extended losses of calcium can lead to osteolysis, a condition of
skeletal turnover and breakdown, which may lead to irreversible bone degradation.^
Sodium Ion
Sodium is the dominant cation of extracellular fluid (ECF). The osmolarity of
ECF is primarily controlled by the concentration of sodium salts (90% ECFogmoiariiy =
[Na*Salts]). The kidneys are the main regulators of sodium ion concentration.
Under the influence of a number of hormones such as aldosterone,
reninangiotensin, and antidiuretic hormone, the kidneys regulate the extracellular
component concentrations of sodium, potassium, and body water. These three
biological components are regulated in concert. The failure in the regulation of one
component affects all three.3
When sodium concentrations in ECF fall below normal, hyponatremia occurs, a
condition that can be indicative of renal failure, congestive heart failure, or cirrhosis.
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When sodium loss is pronounced, edema, central nervous system disturbances,
muscular spasms, and mental abnomnalities may occur.1'6
Hypernatremia exists when plasma sodium concentrations exceed 150 mEq/L.
Severe thirst, a reduction in skin tone, a fall in plasma volume, and eventually
circulatory shock will develop if the condition persists. This condition can be a
result of dehydration or water depletion.1
Potassium Ion
Potassium is the most common intracellular ion in animal cells. Deficiency of
this cation usually results from the breakdown of kidney regulation of body fluids,
from fluid loss due to burns, or from gastrointestinal fluid and electrolyte loss due to
diarrhea or vomiting. The main role of potassium is as a mobile charge carrier and
as a carrier of osmotic potential. Potassium regulates the membrane potential in
excitable and nonexcitable cells, acts as an osmotic balancing device, and behaves
as a charge carrier in the depolarizing/redepolarizing cycle of nerve and muscle
cells.3
Hypokalemia results from serum potassium levels lower than 3.5 mEq/l. A
prolonged condition of low serum potassium may result in degenerative changes in
the convoluted tubules of the kidneys. Also, it can deteriorate the myocardium with
the loss of striation of the cardiac muscle cells. Mild hyperkalemia (serum [K+] > 5
mEq/l) is usually not serious. High serum levels of > 8 mEq/l can interfere with
cardiac repolarization, resulting in a weak and irregular heartbeat.
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OPTICAL COMPONENTS
Basic Principles of FIber-Optic Transmission
Optical fibers are comprised of many types of materials, including; glass, plastic,
and silica. Most fibers are composed of silica doped with metallic oxides to alter the
refractive index. The fibers operate as light waveguides that transmit optical
information in quanta as photons. Electromagnetic interference, magnetic flux
variations, and capacitive coupling that plagues wire transmission has no effect
upon optical fiber transmission.^
In general, a fiber Is composed of a core material, with a refractive index rn,
surrounded by a cladding material, with a lower refractive index 112- Light is
refracted and reflected at the interface of the two materials (Figure 1a). Refraction
occurs when light passes from one medium to another and a portion of the light ray
is bent at the interface, as described by Snell's Law;
T|i sin0j = TI2 sin0rwhere;

(1)

= the index of refraction of the initial path medium
T12 = the index of refraction of the second medium
6| = the angle between the incident ray and the normal to the interface
0r< = the angle between the refracted ray and the normal to the interface
tii

A portion of the non-refracted incident ray Is reflected at the surface. The portion of
the incident beam that is not refracted or reflected is lost to scattering and
absorption occurring at interfaces and imperfections within the fiber material.
As the angle of Gj increases, the critical angle (0c) will be reached where 0^ =
90° and the refracted portion of the incident ray propagates along the interface
(Figure 1b). When 0; > 0c, the Incident ray is entirely reflected at the interface and
no refraction occurs (Figure 1c). The critical angle can be defined as;
f
Gn = arcsin ik

\

(2)
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Partial Refraction

(a)

Incident Critical Ray

(b)

Total Reflection

(c)

Figure 1. Reflection and Refraction of an Incident Light Beam at an Interface of
Lower Refractive Index
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Light propagation through an optical fiber is based upon the property shown in
Figure 1c where total internal reflection occurs. The angle of acceptance of the
fiber over which the rays entering the fiber will be propagated down the core
material is defined as the acceptance angle (Og) and its sine is called the numerical
aperture (NA):
sin 0a = NA =

(3)

Incident rays striking the fiber at an angle larger than Gg will be refracted within the
cladding and only a portion of the light will be reflected (Figure 2). Therefore, a
large acceptance angle is desirable to maximize light throughput.^ The radial
projection of Gg from the core surface is termed the cone of acceptance.
Fiber optic sensors can be divided into two basic categories; phase-modulated
and intensity-modulated sensors.
Intensity-modulated sensors measure
displacement or perturbation of an optical signal, such as reflectance or
absorbance. Phase-modulation sensors compare the phase of light in a sensing
fiber to a reference fiber, such as an interferometer. The instrument described in
this dissertation is based upon intensity-modulation sensing by interpreting the
absorbance at selected wavelengths.
Principles of GRIN Lenses
Graded refractive index (GRIN) lenses are used within the instrument described
in this dissertation at every fiber interface (light source <-> fiber, fiber <-> sensing
film, and fiber <-> detector) to maximize light collection, steer the light beam, and
focus the beam, respectively. GRIN lenses are non-homogenous glass rods that
continuously refract light. The refractive index (no) is greatest at the center of the
rod and gradually decreases with increasing radial distance from the center of the
rod. Figure 3 depicts the refractive index profile of a gradient index rod. The light
waves travel faster near the surface of the rod and slower near the optical axis.
Because light velocity varies with tiq, rays are guided sinusoidally through the lens
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2. Light Rays Incident Upon an Optical Fiber
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Figure 3. Refractive Index Profile of a GRIN Lens
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Figure 4. Light Propagation Through a GRIN Lens
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GRIN lenses are typically classified by pitch. A pitch of 1.0 defines the length of
the GRIN lens required for a specified wavelength to travel a full cycle (sine wave)
through the optical component. Fractional pitch lengths can be used for a variety of
purposes to collimate or focus light or to couple optical components. For this
dissertation, two pitches were employed to manipulate the light beam (shown in
Figure 5). A pitch of 0.25 was used to focus the radial beam from the light source
onto an optical fiber and to couple an optical fiber to the detector. Pitches of 0.25
and 0.11 were used for different sensor probe designs to steer the light through the
sensing film. Additional theoretical and applied discussions of GRIN lenses are
given in Papers 1, 2, and 3.
Effects of Water Upon Light Coupling
Increased signal intensity was observed when the probe was immersed in water.
Two major factors influencing this effect are Snell's Law of Refraction and Fresnel's
Law of Reflection. To calculate the effects of air and water upon coupling
efficiencies, we must first know the refractive indices of each component and matrix
traversed by the light beam. These are listed in Table 1 .
Using Snell's Law, the relative difference between air and water can be
calculated:
7oSin^o -

= ^ater®''^^water

(4)

rearranging:
'Hair _ sin9water
Tlwater
sinGgir
substituting refractive indices for air and water:
^water = 0.75^;^

(6)

Therefore, for example, as the light beam exits the source fiber and interacts with
the medium (air or water), the beam will be refracted at a greater angle for air than
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Silver Reflective
Surface

0.25 pitch

(A)

Silver Reflective
Surface

0.11 pitch

(B)

Figure 5. Light Propagation Through Sensor Probe GRIN Lens; (A) light pathway
through 0,25 pitch lens; and (B) light pathway through 0.11 pitch lens
*
reflected path back through GRIN lens
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Table 1. Refractive Indices^
Matrix
Air
Water
Silica Fiber
GRIN Lens
Cellulose Acetate
Silver
8 Measured at sodium line of 589 nm.

Tin
1.003
1.333
1.458
1.608
1.475
0.060
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water and less of the beam will be incident upon the next optical component (e.g.,
the GRIN lens within the sensor probe).
Using Fresnels' Law of Reflection and assuming monochromatic light normal to
the Incident plane, the percentage of reflection occurring at an interface can be
calculated by;

where:

= percent reflectance of monochromatic light
T|o = refractive index of first matrix
T|i = refractive index of second matrix

Approximate losses occurring at each interface due to reflection can be calculated
and are shown in Figure 6 as percent absorbance, except the extent of reflection at
the mirrored surface is shown as percent transmittance. Therefore, of the light
entering the fiber from the tungsten lamp, losses accountable to reflection and
attenuation at the various interfaces are approximately 34% for water and 47% for
air as the light beam traverses the optical pathway of the instrument shown in
Figure 7. The progression of the light beam is as follows; a) coupling of the light
source to illuminating fiber via a GRIN lens, b) crossing the gap between the
illuminating fiber and sensing film, c) permeating the sensing film, d) traveling down
the probe GRIN lens, e) reflection at the silver layer, f) traveling back through the
probe GRIN lens, g) passing through the sensing film a second time, h) crossing the
gap between the sensing film and collection fiber, i) entering the collection fiber,
and j) coupling of the collection fiber to photodiode via a GRIN lens.
There are additional losses not included in these calculations due to refraction,
as described previously, at the air/water interfaces with larger angles of refraction
for air implying less of the beam is incident upon the next optical component than
that occurring at a water interface. Additionally, these calculations do not account
for absorption losses occurring within the gap between fiber and film. The gap
would be filled either with air or water and the extent of absorption is partially
dependent upon the distance between fiber and film. Also, there are absorption
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Figure 7. (A) Optical Layout of Instrument: a) light source; b) single fiber to
reference detector; c) reference detector; d) single fiber to sensor
probe; e) sensor probe; f & g ) fibers to signal detectors; h & i) signal
detectors. (B) Expanded View of Sensor Probe: a) sensing film; b)
GRIN lens; c) epoxy cement; d) Ag film mirror; e) guide pins; f) input
fiber; g) collection fibers; h) locking screws and i) nylon retainment
plate
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losses within the film due to the indicator. Assuming absorption factors are constant
between the two mediums, we can predict that light throughput is indeed greater in
water than in air.
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PAPER 1. A FIELD-DEPLOYABLE DUAL-WAVELENGTH FIBER-OPTIC pH
SENSOR INSTRUMENT BASED ON SOLID-STATE OPTICAL
AND ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

Published by:
Applied Spectroscopy, Volume 45, Number 8, pages 1271-1277 (1991)
By:
Thomas P. Jones, Shelley J. Coldiron, William J. Deninger,and Marc D. Porter
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ABSTRACT
The construction, operation, and performance characteristics of a compact dualwavelength, solid-state photometer and fiber-optic probe for use with absorbance
based thin-film sensors are described. The instrument has been specifically
designed for field deployment and uses low-cost components while maintaining a
precision and accuracy comparable to fluorescence-based laboratory sensors. The
computer-controlled photometer employs red and green light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
as fixed-wavelength light sources and silicon photodiodes as detectors, and it has
no moving parts. Graded refractive index lenses control light propagation through a
beam splitter in the photometer and through the fiber-optic probe. The beamsplitter
directs light simultaneously on to a sample and a reference detector in a doublebeam in-space mode which compensates for fluctuations in the outputs of the LEDs.
A chemically modified polymeric film is mounted on the fiber probe and serves as an
optical pH sensor. The previously described sensing film is constructed by the
immobilization of the diprotic acid-base indicator Congo Red at a base-hydrolyzed
cellulose acetate film and responds to changes in pH between 0 and 4.2. An
absorbance-based internal calibration scheme, which takes advantage of the optical
properties of each of the reactive forms of the immobilized indicator, is presented.
The potential capability of this instrumentation, based on its small size and minimal
need for calibration, to function as a durable low-maintenance pH sensor for on-site
deployment in environmental monitoring applications, is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of thin-film optical sensors for pH and metal-ion determinations
has emerged as an area of extensive research activity. 4 The emergence is
driven largely by the need for reliable, low-cost sensors for environmental and
clinical purposes. Surprisingly few reports describing instrumentation potentially
applicable to the former have appeared,'•5-21 pointing to the demands of such an
application. Central to the cited efforts has been the use of solid-state components
[e.g., light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and microlasers as light sources, and
photodiodes as detectors] for the construction of sensor instrumentation operating
in a single wavelength mode.i5,i6,i8,l9 instrumentation has also been developed
that incorporates a "reference wavelength" scheme to account for throughput losses
from fiber bending.''7.20,21 in most cases, instrumental performance was limited by
fluctuations of the light source.
In addition to light-source fluctuations, questions concerning the selectivity,
calibration, and long-term stability of the chemically modified polymeric films that
are commonly used as sensing elements have not been fully addressed. Further, in
instances where implantation in a biological host is required, biocompatibility is
essential.22 Thus, it is clear that progress in this area will require interdisciplinary
research efforts which draw upon expertise in areas such as synthetic chemistry,
material science, electrical and computer engineering, biomedical engineering,
surface chemistry, and analytical spectroscopy.
This paper describes the construction and performance characteristics of a
compact, solid-state, fiber-optic instrument that operates in a dual-wavelength mode
for absorbance-based measurements using a previously described thin-film pH
sensor.23 The dual-wavelength mode allows the implementation of an internal
calibration scheme which is based on Congo Red, a diprotic acid-base indicator
with strong chromophoric properties in each of its reactive forms, immobilized at a
thin cellulosic film. Additional features of the design include the use of a graded
refractive index lens (GRIN) to couple light between the input and collection fibers
of the sensor probe and a GRIN beamsplitter to steer light simultaneously from
separate red and green LEDs onto sample and reference detectors. Simultaneous
irradiation of both detectors functions in a double-beam in-space mode to correct for
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fluctuations in the outputs of the light sources. An electronic modulation scheme
controls the duty cycles of the LEDs and compensates for stray light that enters the
instrument primarily through the fiber probe. As configured, the instrument contains
no mechanical components and operates in a fixed-wavelength mode, while
maintaining the precision and accuracy of earlier fluorescence-based laboratory
measurements.13 Potential environmental applications for field deployment of this
Instrument, based on its small size, mechanical durability, and minimal need for
calibration, are discussed.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Instrument Design
A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 1. Light from each
LED is carried to opposite sides of a beamsplitter by separate single-stranded
optical fibers. The beamsplitter divides the incoming light from the LEDs between
two fibers: one connected to the sensor probe and one connected to the reference
detector. A single-stranded fiber also collects and transmits light from the sensor
probe to the sample detector. The LEDs, beamspliter, detectors, amplifiers, and
other electronic components are mounted on a circuit board, which is sealed in a
small (18 X 25 X 8 cm) aluminum box to minimize stray light.
A red and a green LED [HLMP-3750 (red) and HLMP-3950 (green), HewlettPackard Company, San Jose, CA] are used as light sources. The LEDs have
emission maxima of 635 and 565 nm and bandwidths of 40 and 35 nm, respectively.
The ends of the LEDs are polished to a flat, mirror-like finish with successive grades
(32, 15, and 3 iim) of abrasive sheets, leaving only a thin layer of the protective
casing over the light-emitting elements. This process improves the efficiency of
light collection by permitting closer placement of the end of a fiber to the lightemitting element. Small brass housings which slide tightly over the ends of the
LEDs as well as the detectors, are used both as mounts for fiber attachment and as
shields against stray light. A single fiber is inserted through a small-diameter orifice
centered in the housing and is advanced until it contacts the LED casing or the
window of the detector. Epoxy cement is used to affix the fiber firmly in place.
The optical fibers have a 400-pm core diameter. This is coated by a 15-nm-thick
polymer cladding (HCR-M0400T-06, Ensign-Bickford Optics Company, Avon, CT).
Loss characteristics of the fibers at 635 and 565 nm are -8 dB/km and -18 dB/km,
respectively. The fibers between the LEDs and beamsplitter are ~ 1 m in length. A
~0.5 m fiber connects the beamsplitter with the reference detector. The fibers
connecting the photometer and sensor probe are nominally 5 m in length. The ends
of the fibers are polished to a mirror-like finish prior to connection to each
component.
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a

b

c

h

Figure 1. Schematic of the optical sensor Instrument: (a) green LED, (b) red LED,
(c) connection fiber for green LED to beamsplitter, (d) connection fiber for
red LED to beam splitter, (e) beamsplitter, (f) input fiber to sensor probe,
(g) sensor probe, (h) input fiber from beamsplitter to reference detector,
(i) reference detector, (j) collection fiber from sensor probe to sample
detector, (k) sample detector, and (I) light isolation box. All fibers are
single stranded. Connections to electrical control circuitry omitted for
simplification.
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The beamsplitter is detailed in Figure 2. The central components are
constructed from two Selfoc GRIN lenses (SLW-2.0, NSG America, Somerset, NJ)
which function as beam-steering optics. The respective loss characteristics of the
GRIN lenses at 635 nm and 565 nm are -0.011 dB/cm and -0.026 dB/cm. The GRIN
lenses (0.51 cm length and 0.20 cm diameter) are held end-to-end in a cylindrical
brass mounting by Delrin end caps. A partially transparent chromium film (17 nm
thick) is vapor deposited onto the end of one lens. The film acts as a beamsplitter
when positioned at the interface between the two lenses. The splitting ratio, which
is given as the amount of light transmitted divided by the amount of light reflected by
the beamspliter, is ~2.3 The input and output fibers are positioned for efficient
optical coupling with the beamsplitter by two small-diameter holes drilled into each
of the Delrin end caps. They are held firmly in place with epoxy cement.
A diagram of the sensor probe is shown in Figure 3. The probe body is
constructed from two Delrin discs (1.6 cm diameter and 0.64 cm thick). The top
plate serves as mount for both the input and the collection fibers. The bottom plate
houses a GRIN lens. The distal surface of The GRIN lens is coated with a reflective
silver film (800 nm thickness), which is protected from solution by a coating of epoxy
cement. A Nylon plate (0.1 cm thick) is used to mount the thin-film sensor firmly on
top of the GRIN lens; a 0.15 cm diameter hole is drilled through the plate to expose
a portion of the sensing film to solution and to the incident light beam. Nylon guide
pins facilitate optical alignment of the fibers with the GRIN lens and control the
separation distance between the Delrin plates. The spacing between the fibers and
the thin sensing film (~0.5 cm) provides a clear path for solution to flow over the
sensing element. Fully assembled, the probe is 1.7 cm in length and 1.6 cm in
diameter.
Silicon photodiodes (S529-01-5; Devar, Inc., Bridgeport, CT) with active areas of
0.050 cm2 are used as sample and reference detectors. The sample detector
measures the light intensity after the light has passed through the sensor probe.
The reference detector measures the intensity of the light from the LEDs after the
light has passed only through the beamsplitter. The response of the detectors at
635 nm is 2.3 times that at 565 nm. As received, each photodetector contains an
internally packaged low-noise preamplifier and is enclosed in an electronically
shielded case. Separate 741 operational amplifiers, configured as voltage followers
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Figure 2. GRIN beamsplitter; (a) GRIN lenses, (b) brass housing, (c) end caps, (d)
partially transmitting chromium film, (e) input fiber from green LED, (f)
input fiber from red LED, (g) output fiber to reference detector, (h) input
fiber to sensor probe.
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Figure 3. Fiber optic sensor probe: (a) sensing film, (b) GRIN lens, (c) Ag film
mirror, (d) epoxy cement, (e) input fiber, (f) collection fiber, (g) probe
body, (h) nylon retainment plate, (i) locking screws, (j) guide pins.
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with variable gains and voltage offsets, amplify the output of each detector prior to
digital conversion. For enhancement of sampling, the gain on the amplifier for the
sample detector was set at 2.6 times that of the reference detector; the difference in
gains is necessary because of the lower throughput of the optical path to the
sample detector with respect to the reference detector.
Control and Data Acquisition System
Control of and data acquisition from the photometer are accomplished with a
80386 microprocessor-based personal computer. An 8-bit RTI-815 digital-to-analog
(D/A) converter and a 16-bit RTI-850 analog-to-digital (A/D) converter (Analog
Devices, Norwood, MA) transformed signals between analog and digital domains.
The A/D converter is configured for +10 V. This results in a 0.3 mV signal
resolution. The noise level of the signal (15 mV) from the sample detector is
roughly 50 times the resolution of the A/D converter. The processing boards are
controlled with Labtech Notebook software (Laboratory Technology Corporation).
Data sampling rates are limited to 12 Hz with this software because of the intensive
computing requirements to modulate the LEDs and to collect, manipulate, and
display the fully processed data on the computer monitor in real time.
Fabrication of Sensor Film
The sensing film is fabricated by spin-coating a 10% (w/v) solution of cellulose
acetate in cyclohexanone at 2000 rpm onto a glass microscope slide. Film
thicknesses are ~1.3 nm, as measured with a Dektak IIA Surface Profiler (Sloan
Tech., Santa Barbara, CA). After drying for 12-24 h, the films are hydrolyzed in 0.1
M KOH for 24 h. This yields a porous, high-surface-area cellulosic film.14,23,24
Congo Red (3,3'[[1,1'-biphenyl]-4,4'-diylbis(azo)]bis[4-amino-1-naph-thalenesulfonic
acid]) is then immobilized at the film with the use of a standard dye bath recipe.25
The chemically modified cellulosic film functions as an optical pH sensor in the pH
range of 0.0 to 4.2. It is free from detectable metal ion interferences.23 After
indicator attachment, the film is carefully removed from the glass slide for mounting
on the sensor probe. On the basis of transmission measurements using a "dye
adsorption" cell, the amount of immobilized Congo Red varied by 10 to 15% for
twenty separate samples prepared according to this fabrication procedure.26 The
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determination of tlie amounts of immobilized dye was based on a technique
described recently for the optical quantitation of organic monolayer films at smooth
Pt electrodes.27,28
Evaluation of Sensor Response
The absorbances with red and green LED excitation are monitored as a function
of time as the sensor probe is immersed in solutions of differing pH. The
absorbance vs. time traces are smoothed with a four-point Savitsky-Golay moving
average algorithm.
Reagents
The pH of the solutions was controlled by varying the amounts of HCI or KOH,
and sufficient KCI to maintain an ionic strength of 0.1M. All solutions are prepared
with deionized water.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Light Propagation witii Graded Refractive Index Lenses
Graded-index (GRIN) lenses have become increasingly useful as components
in fiber-optic technology.29 Representative applications include coupling light from a
source to an optical fiber, collimating light from a fiber, and splitting light between
multiple fibers. Conventional lenses are curved surfaces of materials with uniform
refractive indices. In contrast, GRIN lenses are flat-surfaced materials with a
refractive index gradient. For a GRIN lens, the refractive index gradient (A) is given
as a function of the radial distance form the cylinder axis (r) by;
N(r) = No(1-Ar2/2)

(1)

where No is the refractive index at the cylinder axis. As shown by Equation 1, the
refractive index of a GRIN lens decreases as the distance from the cylinder axis
increases. This results in the ability to control light propagation. For example,
monochromatic light originating from a point source (e.g., an optical fiber) will be
periodically focused along the cylinder axis with a characteristic period (P) of P =
With a GRIN lens of length nP/2, where n is an integer, light will then be
efficiently guided from one face of the lens to a mirror-image point on the opposite
face of the lens. Such "beam-steering" capabilities are utilized for constructing a
beamsplitter and a sensor probe as described in the next section.
Fiber Optic Beamsplitter and Sensor Probe Based on GRIN Lenses
As is apparent from the above discussion, GRIN lenses offer a unique approach
for the construction of optical components such as beamsplitters and fiber-optic
couplers for sensor probes. The dual-wavelength photometer in Figure 1 uses a
beamsplitter constructed with two GRIN lenses and a partially transmissive thin
metal film, as shown in Figure 2. Schemes I and II in Figure 4A provide an
expanded view of the beamsplitting and positional relocation capabilities of the
arrangement and were implemented to enhance the propagation efficiency of the
output of the green LED through the instrument. In Scheme I, light that is carried by
the connection fiber from the green LED enters the beamsplitter and propagates to

Scheme I
Scheme n

Figure 4. Expanded views of the light propagation paths in the beamsplitter (A) and the sensor probe (B).
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the partially transmissive Cr film at the interface between the two lenses. A portion
of the beam passes through the Cr film and is transmitted to the input fiber of the
sensor probe. The reflected portion of the beam is transmitted to the reference
detector through the output fiber. The process is reversed in Scheme II for the red
LED, with light for the input of the sensor probe reflected at the Cr film and that for
the reference detector transmitted through the Cr film.
A similar strategy was used to construct the fiber-optic coupler for the sensor
probe given in Figure 3. In this case, as shown in Figure 4B, a GRIN lens steers
light from the input fiber of the sensor probe to its collection fiber. To effect
coupling, one positions the input and output fibers at equal but opposite radial
distances from the cylinder axis. The mirrored back surface of the lens serves to
reflect the incident radiation. It is important to note that the sampling beam makes
two passes through the sensing film prior to transmission back to photometer.
Signal Modulation and Data Acquisition Scheme
Figure 5 shows the voltage waveform applied to activate both LEDs and the
resulting outputs of both detectors. These data were collected without a pH-sensing
film mounted on the sensor probe. A sampling rate of 48 Hz was used to provide a
clear definition of the raw, unprocessed data. The LEDs are modulated at 4 Hz, as
depicted in Figure 5A and 5B. In addition to the sequential activation of the red
and green LEDs, a complete excitation cycle includes a period in which both LEDs
are inactive. The "off-periods" permit the collection of data to compensate for stray
light which enters the instrument primarily through the collection fiber of the sensor
probe. Activation of the LEDs is accomplished with 5 V pulses at currents of 2.95
mA and 26.0 mA for the red and green LEDs, respectively. The higher current
applied to the green LED compensates for its inherently lower emission intensity.
The amplified signals from the sample and reference detectors are given in
Figure 5C and 5D, respectively. The responses reflect the illumination sequences
in Figure 5A and 5B and result from a mixing of factors which are related to the
properties of the LEDs and the optical fibers, beamsplitter, and detectors at the
output bandwidths of the LEDs. For example, the lower signal from the sample
detector for illumination with the green LED results from the lower throughput of the
beamsplitter and optical fibers at shorter wavelengths. In contrast, the amplified
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response of sample (C) and reference (D) detectors.
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signal for the reference detector is larger for green illumination because of the
larger output intensity of the green LED and the much shorter propagation distance
between the LED and the reference detector. The larger "off-period" signal of the
sample detector is a result of the larger gain of its voltage follovi/er amplifier.
Data Processing
The absorbance {A) of the sensor for irradiation with. each LED is calculated
from
A = -log[fs(Vs./ - Vs,b)]/[fKVr./ - Vr./,)]

(2)

where V is the detector voltage and f is a proportionality constant arising from a
number of factors (e.g., mismatch of the detector responses, differences of amplifier
gains, and throughput differences in the optical paths from the LEDs to the sample
and reference detectors). The subscripts s and r refer to sample and reference
detectors, respectively; and the subscripts / and b represent the cases where the
detector is illuminated by the source plus background and by only background,
respectively. Subtraction of \/s,b and \/r,b compensates for the voltage offsets of
the operational amplifiers and for signal from stray light. It then follows that
comparing the net signals from the sample and reference detectors corrects for light
source fluctuations. Equation 2 can be rearranged to give
A = -log[(Vs,^Vs,b)/(V^,^V^,b)] + C

(3)

where C represents -\og{fs^r)- The value of C at both 635 and 565 nm is
determined without a pH-sensing film mounted in the probe.
Performance Characteristics of the pH Sensor Instrument
The performance characteristics of the dual-wavelength photometer and fiber
optic probe were tested with the use of Congo Red immobilized at a basehydrolyzed cellulose acetate film. In its immobilized form, Congo Red undergoes
the sequential loss of two protons with pKg values of 0.80 + 0.15 and 2.80 + 0.05.26
These structural changes give rise to a continuous variation of the optical properties
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of the bound indicator between a pH of 0 to 4.2.23 This is reproduced for reference
purposes in the series of spectra in Figure 6A. As is apparent, measurements with
the use of either LED will exhibit a continuous increase in absorbance as pH
decreases, but the net change in absorbance for excitation with the green LED will
be much less than that with the red LED.
Figure 6B shows absorbance vs. time traces for measurements with both LEDs
as the sensor probe is immersed in solutions of decreasing pH. The absorbances
were calculated from the detector voltages with the use of Equation 3 and were
displayed in real time on the computer monitor. The probe was not rinsed between
solution changes. In both case, the absorbances at both 565 and 635 nm increase
as pH decreases, reaching a limiting value within a few seconds after immersion
into each solution. The lower overall change in absorbance for the data with the
green LED with respect to the red LED reflects the differences in the optical
properties of the immobilized indicator, as noted previously. Preliminary stability
tests of four hours in duration have shown no observable changes in the photometer
response. Longer-term stability tests have not yet been completed.
The data in Figure 6B also indicate that at higher pH values the root-meansquare (rms) noise levels are +0.001 and +0.002 absorbance units for the
absorbances at 635 and 565 nm, respectively. The noise levels for the two
measurements differ primarily because of the lower optical efficiencies of the
photometer components at 565 nm. The rms noise for both LED measurements
increases slightly at lower pH values. This results from an increase in the
absorbance of the sensing film which greatly reduces the throughput of the
photometer.
Internal Calibration of the Sensor Response
One advantage of constructing an optical sensor using a "two-color" indicator is
the capability for internal calibration. An acid-base indicator which has strong
chromophoric properties in its various reactive forms can be used to determine the
pH of a solution by comparing the absorbance at two appropriate wavelengths.
Additionally, the determination can be accomplished independently of the
concentration of the immobilized indicator. Such an approach compensates for
calibration difficulties that may arise form uncontrollable variations in the amount of
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Figure 6. (A) Absorbance of a Congo Red pH sensor based on transmission
measurements at a sensing film coated onto a glass substrate at pH
values of (a) 0.00, (b) 0.18, (c) 0.45, (d) 0.73, (e) 0.96, (f) 1.22, (g) 1.49,
(h) 1.77, (i) 2.00, (j) 2.28, (k) 2.56, (I) 2.85, (m) 3.06, (n) 3.32, (o) 3.56,
(p) 3.84, (q) 4.16, (r) 4.98, and (s) 5.99. (B) Absorbance measurements
with the red and green LEDs for a Congo Red pH sensor mounted on the
fiber-optic probe at pH values of (a) 3.46, (b) 3.01, (c) 2.49, (d) 1.98, (e)
1.53, and (f) 0.98.
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immobilized indicator via ttie synthetic preparations^ or the desorption loss of the
indicator from the film during use. The absorbances of a diprotic acid Indicator,
represented by H2A, HA" and A^- for the fully protonated, monoprotonated, and fully
deprotonated forms, respectively, at two different wavelengths,
and "ky, are given
by
Ax = exii)Cai + Gx26Ca2 +
Ay = GyibCai + GygbCag + GygbCag

(4)
(5)

where G is the absorptivity of the immobilized indicator, b is the film thickness, C is
the sum of the indicator concentrations in its three forms, a is the distribution
coefficient, and the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 designate H2A, HA- and A^-, respectively.
Assuming activity coefficients of unity for both solution and immobilized species, the
three distribution coefficients can be given in terms of the molar hydrogen ion
concentration, [H+], as
1/ai = 1 + (Kai/[H+]) + (KaiKa2/IH+]2)
1/a2 = ([H+]/Kai) + 1+(Ka2/[H+])
1/as = ([H+]2/(Kai Ka2)) + ([H+]
+1

(6)
(7)
(8)

where Kgi and Ka2 are the first and second acid dissociation constants of Congo
Red, respectively. Dividing Eq. 4 by Eq. 5 gives:
A^l Ay = (gxiai + Gx2a2 + G^sag) / (Gyi

+ Gy2a2 +

(9)

Equation 9 then defines the absorbance ratio in terms of a set of constants (from
Equations 6-8) and the hydrogen ion concentration. Thus, with the selection of
appropriate wavelengths. Equation 9 can be used to construct a calibration curve
that is independent of indicator concentration. In addition to facilitating fabrication,
the use of an absorbance ratio approach for determinations with optical sensors
would potentially reduce the need for calibrating the sensor response in field
applications. A similar approach has been used for the calibration of a pH sensor
based on fluorescence measurements.13
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Figure 7 sliows a calibration curve for the Congo Red sensor which was
obtained by plotting the pH as a function of the ratio of the absorbance at 635 nm to
the absorbance at 565 nm (Ae^sfAses)- The solid line in the figure represents a
fifth-order fit to the data. The horizontal error bars in Figure 7 represent the
uncertainty in the measurement of the absorbance ratio, whereas the vertical error
bars represent the uncertainty in the calculated pH based on the uncertainty of the
absorbance ratio. The greater uncertainty in pH at the extremes of the calibration
curve arises from a small decrease in the absorbance ratio. The utility of the
internal calibration approach, as represented by Equation 9, was tested against
several pH-sensing films of differing Congo Red concentrations. In all cases, the
pH calculated by Equation 9 with that determined potentionmetrically differed by
only ±0.05 pH units at the central portion of the calibration curve (pH 1 to 3) and by
±0.10 pH units at the extremes of the curve (pH 0 to 1 and pH 3 to 4). The precision
and accuracy of these measurements with less costly instrumentation are
comparable to those of optical sensors based on an internally calibrated
fluorescence measurement. These capabilities suggest the application of this
instrument to monitoring streams with a high acid content, such as those
contaminated by acid coal mine drainage and acid rain.
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Figure 7. Absorbance ratio calibration curve for Congo Red pH sensor. Horizontal
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using the fifth-order polynomial fit.
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CONCLUSIONS
A compact, durable, solid-state, optical photometer that operates in a dualwavelength mode for absorbance measurements which allows the determination of
pH to within +0.1 pH units over a range of 4 pH units has been developed.
Advantageous features of the design include a thin-film sensor probe that employs
a GRIN lens to couple light efficiently from an input fiber to a collection fiber and the
incorporation of a reference detector to compensate for fluctuations in output
intensities of LEDs. The former enables the implementation of an absorbance
detection scheme for following the sensor response. A GRIN beamsplitter is also
used to transmit simultaneously to the sample and reference detectors. The LEDs
serve as efficient light sources with low power requirements.
Efforts are presently underway to decrease the noise levels of the optical
measurements with this instrument and to expand the range of determinable
analytes to heavy metal ions (e.g., Hg2+, Pb2+, Cd2+) and serum electrolytes (e.g.,
K+, Na+, Ca2+). Long-term stability tests of the instrument have recently been
initiated to test the applicability of this instrument for on-location field applications.
Efforts are also underway to construct "remote sensing modules" (RSMs) which will
use the dual-wavelength photometer as the central component. The RSMs, which
contain on-board microprocessors for control and data processing and FM-radio
transceivers for long-distance communications, are targeted for environmental and
other remote monitoring applications. The development of a prototype is nearing
completion.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of truly reversible multicomponent optical sensors remains a
significant challenge.''•20 Current optical pH sensor technology is hampered by the
inaccuracies resulting from variations in ionic strength.21 Also, since most of the
sensor materials are constructed from an impermeable thin film of an organic
polymer, response times can be as long as 10 minutes. Such long times are not
suitable for real-time monitoring. This decreases the operating efficiency of
personnel through lengthy instrumental operation procedures.
In earlier work, we first addressed these problems though the development of a
highly selective pH sensor (pH range 0-4.5) with a response time of <2 sec.22 The
sensor was constructed by immobilizing Congo Red at a base-hydrolyzed cellulose
acetate film. The rapid response results from the porous structure of the hydrolyzed
polymeric support which minimizes barriers to mass transport between the analyte
and immobilized indicator. The generalized procedure for preparing the films is
shown in Figure 1 and can be applied to other indicator immobilization methods.
Our initial research in developing Congo Red sensors has limited clinical
applications (e.g., measurement of gastric secretions). The pH of most biological
fluids falls within the range of 4.5 to 8.0.23 jo address this issue, we identified
other indicators for measuring pH of serum, urine, saliva, whole blood and most
other biological fluids. Brilliant Yellow, with an optical transition occurring between
pH 6 to 8 in solution, was the first indicator investigated. However, upon
immobilization, the optical transition occurred at higher pH values (i.e., -2 pH units).
A response shift to higher or lower pH values is an effect frequently observed as a
consequence of immobilization.^^ Of the many immobilized indicators tested,
fluoresceinamine demonstrated the most desirable optical transition for detection of
physiological pH with a range of 1 to 10. The structure of fluoresceinamine is
shown in Figure 2.
Initial indicator attachment techniques with Congo Red utilized non-covalent
adsorption of the dye with the cellulosic film.22 However, to increase long-term
stability of the sensor, covalent coupling of the indicator with the film is strongly
preferred. Several published techniques, such as coupling of the indicator through
cyanuric chloride for attachment to the film,23 cross-linking of the dye to the
cellulosic film with glutaraldehyde,24 oxidizing hydrolyzed cellulose acetate hydroxy
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(prepared by spin-coating)
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Figure 1. Indicator Immobilization at Porous Cellulosic Films
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Figure 2. Fluoresceinamine Structure
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groups to aldehyde substituents followed by amine substitution
and replacing
hydrolyzed cellulose acetate hydroxy groups with fosyl chloride followed by
indicator attachment,26 were investigated. However, once immobilized by these
methods, most of the indicators investigated either failed to exhibit an optical
response to a change in pH, or the amount of indicator immobilized was too
deficient to yield a significant signal for quantification. Ultimately, commercial epoxy
beads were identified as an immobilization intermediary for cellulose acetate film
inclusion. The following sections detail research conducted to develop a pH
sensing thin-film based upon covalently-bound fluoresceinamine.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Epoxy Bead Characteristics
Riedel-deHaôn (Hannover, Germany) produces a polymer carrier (Polymer
Carrier VA-Epoxy BIOSYNTH®) for the covalent immobilization of enzymes.
Chemically, it is a copolymer based on vinyl acetate and divinylethylene-urea. The
surface is modified with oxirane groups after hydrolysis of the acetate groups.27
These epoxide linkages can be utilized to couple various compounds as depicted in
Figure 3.
The base catalyzed reaction was used for immobilization of
fluoresceinamine through the compound's primary amine substituent (Figure 2).
Advantageous properties of the beads include; high structural stability, chemical
stability over a wide pH range, and negligible swelling or shrinking with changing pH
or salt concentration. Particle size ranges from 50-200 jxm. The epoxide
equivalency for the beads is 300 pmol/g.
Immobilization
The epoxide beads were pulverized into a powder to minimize particle
aggregation in solution. Fluoresceinamine was coupled to the pulverized epoxy
beads by adding an excess (1:10 by weight) of indicator to beads. This mixture was
immersed in 1 M Na2HP04 (pH 7.5). The suspension was stirred for 2 h, and
excess dye was removed by washing the beads with 0.1 M Na2HP04.
Fabrication of Sensing Film
The dried immobilized product was dissolved in cyclohexanone, and cellulose
acetate was added to produce a 14% w/v cellulose acetate/cyclohexanone solution.
The suspension was ultrasonicated to further disperse the crushed, dyed beads
within the viscous solution. The cellulosic suspension was cast onto glass slides
and dried at 70°C for ~24 h. The dried films were then hydrolyzed with 0.1 M KOH
for 24 h.
Evaluation of Sensor Response
The spectral attributes of the fluoresceinamine films were examined with a HewlettPackard 8452A Diode Array Spectrophotometer. The films were secured in a flowthrough cell (Figure 4) and positioned within the optical path of the
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spectrophotometer. The absorbance characteristics of the films were measured at
various pH values.
Reagents
Fluoresceinamine was obtained from Aldrich and used without further
purification. The pH of the solutions was controlled by citric acid and disodium
phosphate buffers.28 All solutions were prepared with deionized water.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the reactions shown in Figure 3, the predicted immobilized
fluoresceinamine structure would be as shown in Figure 5. In an attempt to verify
this assumption, infrared (IR) spectra were taken of the dyed epoxy beads and
compared to spectra from unmodified beads and the reagent dye using a Nicolet
740 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The samples were mixed with KBr and
pressed into pellets for absorption measurements. Theoretically, with immobiliza
tion, comparative IR spectra of the dyed beads should indicate a decrease in
relative intensity of the primary amine peak positions and an increase in relative
intensity at the secondary amine peak positions. However, comparative spectra of
the unmodified epoxy beads and the dyed beads were only slightly distinguishable.
Efforts are currently underway to verify the predicted immobilization reaction from
the IR data.
The films exhibit both visible and fluorescent spectroscopic transitions with
changes in pH from 1 to 10. The indicator behaves as a triprotic acid with
absorption maxima at 440 nm, 464 nm, and 500 nm. This property facilitates the
development of an internally calibrated sensor by allowing the calculation of the
ratio of the absorption maxima for each form of the indicator. Such an approach
also compensates for calibration difficulties that may arise from preparative
variations in the amount of immobilized indicator and for desorption loss of the
indicator from the film during use.
As can be seen from Figure 6, there are tangential spikes occurring at -485 nm
and an abnormal band occurring at 570 - 600 nm. For visual simplicity, the plot only
depicts the spectral response at the extremes (pH 1 and 10) and midpoint (pH 7).
The anomalies are collectively attributed to scattering caused by the flow-through
cell, the beads, and the cellulosic film (Figure 7). The fluoresceinamine absorption
spectra can be enhanced by subtracting this background signal (Figure 8). A
calibration curve for the full pH range of 1 -10 can be constructed by ratioing the
peak maxima of 464 nm to 500 nm. The curve can be described by a fifth order
polynomial, Y = 6.8448x10-1 + 1.0095X - 3.8337x10-1x2 + 6.4700x10-2x3 4.8200x10-3x4 + 1.3000x10-4x5 (see Figure 9).
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The normal pH range of human blood is 7.35 - 7.45.29 Any compromise of the
buffering capacity of the blood can lead to physiological problems and eventually
death. Therefore, a resolution of at least 0.05 pH is imperative in monitoring blood
pH. To assess the resolution of the thin-film sensor, the spectral profile of the film
was obtained for buffers from 6.6 to 8.0; this encompasses the normal range for
human blood.
The buffers were measured at 0.2 pH intervals. Figure 10
illustrates that a resolution of 0.05 pH is easily achieved. A finer resolution is
possible with a greater dye concentration within the film.
The long-term stability of the immobilized indicator was investigated. Two films
were prepared similarly, one dyed and the other undyed (for background
correction), and secured in separate flow-through cells. Over a four month period,
the films were subjected to deionized water, a variety of buffers, and various states
of hydration. A calibration of the most sensitive, linear range of the film was
constructed at the start and end of the trial period. From Figure 11, it can be seen
that the largest variation in calculated values corresponded to ~ 0.1 pH. Therefore,
it can be inferred that the films maintain calibration to within 0.1 pH over a 4 month
period. Extended stability studies are being conducted.
The epoxy beads lend strength and durability to the films. Previous films
prepared by adsorption of Congo Red at cellulose acetate produced very fragile
films that were difficult to handle. However, the epoxy beads limit the minimum
thickness of the films. The films prepared by using the beads as an immobilization
intermediary are typically 40 - 90 fxmJn thickness, whereas the single component
cellulose acetate films were ~2 pm thick.22 The thicker films respond slower, 40 60 sec, to changes in pH than the thinner Congo Red films, < 2 sec.
We are continuing experiments to modify the hydrolyzed cellulose acetate films for
direct covalent immobilization of fluoresceinamine. For commercialization, the
structural durability of the bead inclusion is desirable for ease of manufacture and
handling of the films. We anticipate that with the development of a direct
immobilization procedure, we will integrate opaque microscopic, polymeric beads in
the film to maintain mechanical durability with improved response times.
The large dynamic range and ease of fabrication make this pH sensor film
attractive in producing prototype instruments for commercialized sensors.The
immobilization technique described in this paper could be applied to the
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development of other sensor films. We are currently examining the extension of this
research to the fabrication of sensors for quantifying calcium, potassium, and
sodium in biological fluids.
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INTRODUCTION
The growing demand for in-situ chemical analysis in the areas of environmental,
clinical, and process monitoring has driven technological research in the
development of reliable, compact, and low-cost fiber-optic sensors.i-is in most
applications, light emitting diodes (LEDs) are used as light sources. However, LED
luminance is insufficient for lengthy optical fiber transmission. Lasers are also
frequently applied in fiber sensors but require large power supplies and typically are
not amenable to field deployment. In most cases, instrumental performance is
limited by fluctuations of the light source. Also, designs that are extremely sensitive
to alignment of optics or that are comprised of moving optical components are
excluded from application in rugged, harsh, or remote environments.
This paper describes the development and fabrication of a miniature fiber-optic
photometer (MFOP) to meet the aforementioned challenges. The instrument
consists of an on-board microprocessor, supporting hardware, controlling firmware,
and optics. Additionally, the LEDs described in our previous work were replaced
with a broad spectrum light source to improve spectral versatility.'i® Optical
components were chosen to maximize light throughput. The instrument is
comprised of stationary optical components. Alignment of fibers and other optics is
easily maintained. The MFOP is battery operated and suitable for remote field
deployment.
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OPTICAL COMPONENTS
General Design
A schematic diagram of the MFOP optical layout is shown in Figure 1. White
light from a miniature lamp is carried to the sensor probe by a single-stranded
optical fiber. Another fiber carries a portion of the light from the lamp to a reference
detector. Two single-stranded fibers collect and transmit light from the sensor
probe to sample detectors. This design is slightly modified from our original
prototype which included light emitting diodes as light sources and additional optical
components.16 The revised instrument enhances light throughput and utilizes
electrical components possessing greater sensitivity and stability thereby improving
the overall response of the instrument.
Light Source and Housing Design
The light source is a miniature, argon-filled tungsten lamp (Figure 2a) (#T1%,
631L, Carley Lamps, Torrance, OA). The operating conditions are: 6.0 V, 1.00 A,
2850°K color temperature, and 500 h lifetime. The visible emission of the greybody
radiator was recorded with a Spex Fluorolog-2 spectrofluorometer.
The
fluorometer's xenon excitation light source was left off. The tungsten lamp, powered
at 6 V, was positioned within the fluorometer sample chamber at 90® to the emission
monochrometer. The spectral profile of the lamp was scanned over the range of
350 nm to 600 nm to encompass the spectral response range of the majority of
indicators studied. As can be seen from Figure 3, lamp emission decreases
dramatically near the ultraviolet region. However, the spectral response in the
region of visible indicators remains fairly constant.
An end lens on the lamp minimizes energy loss from refraction. Additionally,
the lamp is positioned within an elliptical reflector (Carley Lamps, #1580) to focus
and collimate energy that would be lost through spherical radiation (Figure 2b).
These two factors enhance forward radiation by a factor of up to 30. The collimated
beam is focused by a Selfoc Graded Refractive Index (GRIN) lens (NSG America,
Somerset, N.J.) onto the tip of the optical fiber that illuminates the sensor probe.1617 The threaded rod of the lamp housing (Figure 4) allows positioning of the GRIN
lens to maximize light throughput.
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Figure 1. Optical Component Block Diagram of MFOP: a) white light source; b)
single fiber to reference detector; c) reference detector; d) single fiber to
sensor probe; e) sensor probe; f&g) fibers to signal detectors; h & i)
signal detectors with interference filters
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Detector Housing Design
The detector housings (see Figure 5) contain silicon photodiodes (VTB 9414,
EG&G VACTEC, St. Louis, MO) with active areas of 1.6 mm^. Unlike conventional
TO can construction with a window to sensing anode gap of as much as 2 mm, the
window of the VTB 9414 detector is placed directly on top of the sensing area. This
minimizes signal loss due to refraction. The detectors have a 1-2% linearity over 7
to 9 decades of signal, a dark current of 10 pA, and a dark resistance of 14 GQ.
The low dark currents and very high shunt resistances provide a very low offset in
high gain transimpedance connected operational amplifier circuits.
The sample detectors measure the light intensity after the light passes through
the sensor probe. The reference detector measures the intensity of the light directly
from the lamp. Light from the optical fibers is coupled to bandpass filters
(Optometries Corporation, Ayer, MA). These filters are rated with a half bandwidth
of 10 nm + 2 nm, transmittance of > 35%, and integrated blocking of 0.1%. The
selected spectral band is focused upon the detectors with GRIN lenses.
The photodiodes are enhanced in the UV to IR spectral range ( Xpgak = 580 nm,
Grange = 330-720 nm) and are connected in the photovoltaic mode to
transimpedance operational amplifiers (AD549, Analog Devices, Norwood, MA).
The amplifiers have a common-mode impedance of 10^5 ohms with an extremely
low bias current of 250 fA maximum. The operational amplifier performs well as a
sensitive photodiode preamplifier because of its low input current and offset voltage
characteristics. Gain is achieved with use of feedback resistance (Figure 6). The
range of amplification is 0 to 4x10^.
The optical fibers have a 400 |im diameter silica core with a 80 ^m thick fluorine
doped silica cladding (UV400/480N, Ceramoptec, Enfield, CT). Prior to use the
ends of the fibers are polished to a mirror like finish with successive grades (32,15,
3, and 0.3 pm) of abrasive sheets. The all silica construction of the fibers enhances
spectral transmission over the UV to IR spectral range compared to standard
communication optical fibers. The spectral attenuation of these fibers at 400 nm is
55 dB/km versus 140 dB/km for typical medium haul communications fibers. This
equates to a signal loss of 6% over 5 m for the silica fiber versus 15% loss over the
same distance for the communications fiber.
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Figure 5. Detector Housing: a) single fiber, b) PVC assembly body housing, c)
Nylon screws, d) Delrin filter adapter, e) Delrin detector holder, f)
photodiode, g) GRIN lens, and h) interference filter
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Sensor Probe Design
There were four different development designs for the sensor probe. The probe
body for Designs 1 and 2 (Figure 7) is constructed from two Delrin discs (1.6 cm
diameter and 0.64 cm thick). The top plate serves as a mount for both the input and
the collection fibers. The bottom plate houses a GRIN lens. The distal surface of
the GRIN lens is coated with a reflective silver film (800 nm thick), which Is
protected from solutions by a coating of epoxy cement. A Nylon plate (0.1 cm thick)
is used to mount the thin-film sensor firmly on top of the GRIN lens; a 0.15 cm
diameter hole is drilled through the plate to expose a portion of the sensing film to
solution and to the incident light beam. Nylon guide pins facilitate optical alignment
of the fibers with the GRIN lens and control the separation distance between the
Delrin plates. For Design 1, the gap between the Delrin plates was approximately
0.45 cm. Equilibrium studies indicated that solution flow between the plates was
impeded; therefore, it was the major rate determining factor of the sensor film. The
response rate was improved by modifying the length of the guide pins, increasing
the distance between the plates to approximately 0.75 cm. The spacing between
the fibers and the thin sensing film was ~0.3 cm. Fully assembled, the probe is 1.6
cm in diameter and 1.7 cm and 2.0 cm in length for Designs 1 and 2, respectively.
To enhance equilibration rates at the sensor films, flow-through cells were
designed to pass solution over the films with a peristaltic pump (7553-30, ColeParmer, Chicago, IL). The external and internal configuration of Designs 3 and 4
are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The difference between these two designs is the
pitch of the GRIN lens incorporated into the probe and the distance between the
fibers and film. As described previously, the GRIN lens steers light from the input
fiber of the sensor probe to the collection fibers. 16 The mirrored back surface of the
lens serves to reflect the incident radiation. It is important to note that the sampling
beam makes two passes through the sensing film prior to transmission back to the
photometer.
With Designs 1-3, a GRIN lens of pitch 0.25 is used in the sensor probe. The
source fiber illuminates the GRIN lens with essentially a parallel light beam. The
lens steers the beam to the silver surface and the reflected light exits the lens in a
parallel beam. To maximize light coupling, all fibers are spaced at an equal
distance radially around the lens. The path of a light beam in this configuration is
shown in Figure 10a.
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Figure 7. Sensor Probe Designs 1 and 2: a) sensing film, b) GRIN lens, c) epoxy
cernent, d) Ag film mirror, e) guide pins, f) input fiber, g) collection fibers,
h) locking screws, and i) nylon retainment plate.
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Figure 8. External View of Sensor Probe Designs 3 and 4: a) GRIN lens retainer,
b) Teflon holder for optical fibers, c) optical fibers, d) Delrin flange-free
nut, and e) pump tubing
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Figure 9. Internai View of Sensor Probe Designs 3 and 4: a) GRIN lens retainer, b)
Ag film mirror, c) sensing film, d) optical fibers, e) Teflon holder for
optical fibers, f) solution flow chamber, g) GRIN lens, h) Delrin flangefree nut, and i) pump tubing
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Figure 10. Light Propagation Through Sensor Probe GRIN lens: a) light pathway
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dashed lines denote reflected path (or 2"d pass) through lens
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For Designs 1-3, solution flows between the fibers and the sensor film. For
cases where the solution being measured contains particulates or where it is
colored, errors will result from particle light scattering or solute absorption,
respectively. To minimize this potential source of error, a lens pitch of 0.11 was
used in the sensor probe for Design 4 and the fibers were abutted to the surface of
the film. The source fiber was placed centrally to the optical axis of the lens and the
light beam entered the lens as a point source. The reflected light exits the lens as a
parallel beam. The collection fibers were positioned radially around the source
fiber. The path of the light beam in this configuration is shown in Figure 10b. There
Is no solution flow between the fibers and film. Ion migration occurs laterally
through the film.
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ELECTRONICS
Design Implementation
A block diagram of the photometer and supporting hardware is shown in Figure
11. Schematics of the instrumental hardware were designed with the TangoSchematic Capture software package by ACCEL Technologies, Inc. The hardware
was divided into two primary logical components: processor logic and peripheral
logic. The Tango-Route PLUS software package facilitated expedient layout of
traces for printed circuit board (PCB) designs. To maintain simplicity In fabrication
of a prototype instrument, a two-layer scheme was implemented with the router
program. Tango-PCB PLUS was utilized for designing and producing the final
layout for the PCBs. Three PCB designs were submitted to Reyhan Corporation
(Marion, Iowa) for board fabrication (top and bottom layers); digitizing boards,
microprocessor boards, and liquid crystal display (LCD) boards. Designs for serial
RS-232 communications were completed after the PCB boards were fabricated, and
cost prohibited separate submission of the serial communications design for PCB
board manufacture.
Microprocessor Board
A block diagram of the processor board is shown in Figure 12. The central
component of the board is a Hitachi 6303X Micro Processor Unit (MPU). It is an 8bit CMOS processor with 192 bytes of on-board Random-Access Memory (RAM), 24
parallel I/O pins, a Serial Communication Interface (SCI), a 16-bit programmable
timer and an 8-bit reloadable timer. The MPU's CMOS technology allows extremely
low standby currents of less than 1 pA with operating voltages from 3 to 6 Vdc and
operating frequencies to 4 MHz. The processor accommodates up to 3 external
interrupts and 7 internal interrupts. Memory capacity was expanded with three
banks of 8 Kbyte Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EPROM; National
Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA, NMC27C64) storage of firmware (ROM 1-3), four
banks of 32 Kbyte static RAM (Motorola, Phoenix, AZ, MCM60L256) for data
storage (RAMBANK 1-4), and one bank 32 Kbyte static RAM (Motorola,
MCM60L256) for temporary storage of variables (TMPRAM). A detailed schematic
of the processor board in shown in Appendix A.
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The clock of the MPU was controlled with a 4 MHz crystal with two 7 pF
capacitors In parallel (Figure 13). For proper operation, the crystal must have
parallel capacitance (Cq) of less than 10 pF and Memory Read (MR), Interrupt 1
(IRQ 1), MPU Mode 0 (MPO), and Interrupt 2 (1RQ2) at logical high and MPU Mode
1 (MPI) at logical low before oscillations can be maintained. The system clock
output, measured at ECLK (pin 64), is one-fourth the crystal frequency and can be
used to verify MPU operation (Figure 14).
Port access and memory mapping
Port 6 of the MPU controls RAMBANK memory/device selection and state
machine reset (Figure 15). The RAMBANK architecture behaves as four 32 Kbyte
extended memory windows which are selected through bits 0 and 1 of port 6 (P60 P61) and reside in the memory location $0000-$7FFF. Binary settings of P60 and
P61 select RAMO, and RAMI, RAM2, and RAM3 sequentially. When bit 2 of port 6
(P62) is set logic high, the device decoder is enabled and peripheral devices
become accessible. Eight memory mapped peripheral devices become mapped in
the region $6000 - $600F, while the memory region $6060 - $7FFF becomes
invalid. When P62 is reset, the $6000 - $7FFF region is returned to the RAMBANK
control (Table 1).
R0M2, R0M1, and ROMO addresses are located in three blocks at $A000 $BFFF, $C000 - $DFFF, and $E000 - $FFFF, respectively. The ROMs store the
processor code for execution in controlling peripheral devices and data collection,
storage and manipulation. Address assignments are shown in Table 2.
State machine
The state machine is composed of a decoder (a Motorola special functions 9-bit
trinary address decoder - MC145028) and a state bit (a D-type flip flop - 74HC74-1).
The flip flop is reset to zero and the MPU placed in standby mode by writing a one
to bit 3 of port 6 (P63). Both the reset (RST) and standby (STBY) pins fall low and
the MPU current consumption drops below 1 pA. When in standby mode, the
trinary address decoder is allowed to receive the proper address code commanding
state change. The decoder then sends a 500 ps pulse, strobes the clock of the flip
flop and restores the state to ON. A simple resistance-capacitance (RC) voltage
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Table 1. Port 6 Memory/Device Selection
P60

P81

P62

Selection

0

0

0

RAMBANK 0

0

1

0

RAMBANK1

1

0

0

RAMBANK2

1

1

0

RAMBANK 3

x«

X

1

DEVICES ENABLE

Xa - does not matter
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Table 2. Address Mapping
Address
$0000 - $7FFF
$6000 - $7FFF
$6000
$6002
$6004
$6006
$6008
$600A
$600C
$6002
$8000 - $9FFF
$A000 - $BFFF
$C000 - $DFFF
$E000 - $FFFF

Descriotion
RAMBANKs
Device Addressing
Device 0
Device 1
Device 2
Device 3
Device 4
Device 5
Device 6
Device 7
Temporary RAM
ROM 2
R0M1
ROMO

Desianator
RAMO - RAM3
CSDEV
CSDEVO
CSDEV1
CSDEV2
CSDEV3
CSDEV4
CSDEV5
CSDEV6
CSDEV7
TMPRAM
R0M2
R0M1
ROMO
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delay on the RST pin provides the proper 20 ms reset condition for reliable MPU
startup.
Peripheral Logic
The peripheral bus consists of eight memory mapped device bits (CSDEVO - 7)
between $6000 and $600F accessible when P62 is high. The bits are asserted low
logic and allow 8-bit exchanges between the MPU and peripheral device over the
data bus using standard MPU timing. The hardware port bus connector is defined
in Table 3.
Information Bus Transceiver
The information bus transceiver is constructed of one 74HC245 and two monodirectional tristate buffers (74HC126). These allow the peripheral device to remain
isolated from the MPU after peripheral power down and protects the integrity of the
MPU.
Power Control Circuitry
Power control circuitry, similar to the MPU state machine, allows the
independent shut down of any unnecessary peripheral device and allows the MPU
to minimize power consumption. The power control is designed around one pchannel MOSFET and one photodarlington optical isolator and requires negligible
current drain to maintain state. In the case that the peripheral logic levels match
that of the MPU, the optical isolator may be omitted. Power control states are
always controlled by bit zero of the peripheral write status register.
Peripheral Device Circuitrv
The peripheral circuitry include an LCD display driver (DEV1), source lamp
driver (DEV2), tri-channel analog to digital converters (DEV3-5), and serial
communications interface (DEV6). Initial circuitry has been designed for a keypad
interface (DEVO) and an event timer clock (DEV7). These last two peripheral
devices have not been completed. It is envisioned that a socket can be provided for
interfacing a removable keyboard to facilitate direct communication with the MPU.
Also, an event clock can be used to wake the MPU on a scheduled basis for data
collection or other timed circuits.
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Table 3. Peripheral Access Bus
Pin Number
Label
DO
1
D1
2
3
D2
D3
4
5
D4
D5
6
D6
7
8
D7
AO
9
Serial Input (RX)
10
Serial Output (TX)
11
Read/Write
(RD/WR)
12
Ground (GND)
13
Vss (+5V)
14
Write (WR)
15
Read (RD)
16
System
Clock (ECLK)
17
18
CSDEV7
19
CSDEV6
20
CSDEV5
21
CSDEV4
CSDEV3
22
23
CSDEV2
CSDEV1
24
25
CSDEVO
Memory Ready (MR)
26
Unused
27
Radio Transmitter
28
29
Radio Receiver
30
Ground (AGND)
-12Vdc
31
+12 Vdc
32
Unused
33
34
WAKE
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LCD Display (DEV1)
The LCD display circuitry was assembled around the
Optrex DMC16230 16x2 dot matrix LCD module and allows easy interfacing to the
information bus transceiver at logic levels and bus timings compatible to the MPU.
The Optrex DIVIC16230 module has a viewing temperature of 0 - 50 degrees
Celsius. The display is interfaced to the peripheral access port with LCD to MPU
data bus connections of CSDEVX to CS and RD/WR to RD/WR. Power
initialization conditions for the DMC16230 are satisfied by firmware instructions.
The software initialization routine for the LCD is found in the master program listing
as SUBROUTINE BOOTLCD in Appendix B. Schematics of the LCD board are
shown in Appendix A.
Lamp fDEV2)
The photometer source lamp is switched with a Hi speed pchannel MOSFET transistor (EGC2383) and controlled with firmware as
SUBROUTINE SRCON and SRCOFF (Appendix B). With the switch on, a 6 Vdc
potential is applied across the lamp filament with an approximate current draw of 1
A. A photodarlington optoisolator was attached to the base of the transistor switch
to isolate any feedback noise that might arise from turning the lamp on and off. The
lamp circuitry is located on the digitizing board (Appendix A).
Digitizing Circuitrv ^DEV3-5)
The tri-channel analog digitizing board is used
for converting sensor signals into digital information. The digitizing circuitry was
designed around three Analog Devices AD7870 10 kHZ sampling 12-bit analog to
digital converters (Appendix A). The converters allow simple interfacing to an 8-bit
bus and adequate sampling time to be accessed as a slow memory by the MPU.
The AD7870 allows two distinct interfacing methods. Method 1 conversion is
initiated at the falling edge of CS while HBEN is low. This is achieved by
connecting CONVST to digital ground. Method 2 allows the digitizer to begin
conversion at the falling edge of CONVST and is employed in the second and third
digitizers. With this arrangement, the first digitizer (Master) acts as a slow memory
device which triggers the second and third digitizer (Slave 1 and 2) conversion start.
The digitizers, consequently, convert in unison and remain independently
accessible.
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Serial Communications fPEVGI
The signal for DEV6 was designed to select
between radio or RS-232 serial communications. The radio transceiver circuit is not
yet completed. The RS-232 circuit is selected by asserting CSDEV6 low.
Communications rate is 1200 baud with 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity, and no
handshaking. A Motorola EIA-232 CMOS Driver/Receiver was used as the
electrical and physical interface between the instrument hardware and the external
serial communicator (i.e., a laptop computer). The line voltages were: -12V as a
mark or logic 1 and +12V as a space or logic 0. A schematic of the wire-wrapped
board is shown in Appendix A. Preliminary designs for a keyboard interface (DEVO)
and event time clock (DEW) are also indicated on the schematic.
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SOFTWARE
General Design
Instrumental control and data processing were accomplished with three
interlaced programs. Firmware was developed for controlling the instrumental
microprocessor. CrossTalk script programming was implemented as a serial
communications server to interconnect the instrument and a personal computer
(PC). Visual Basic programming was employed for real-time graphical display of
instrumental response. The interplay between the three programs is depicted in
Figure 16. Each program will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
Firmware
Firmware for instrumental control and data collection, processing, storage, and
transfer was implemented through macro-assembly programming. A Hitachi 6301
Structured Cross Assembler and Linker, version 2.01, was used to produce
executable code for the Hitachi 6303 microprocessor.
The program was
downloaded onto erasable programmable read only memory (EPROMs) modules
using a Data I/O 212 Multi Programmer. The EPROMs were transferred to ROM
banks on the microprocessor printed circuit board. The EPROMs, interfaced to the
microprocessor, provided code for processor execution. A simplified flow diagram
of the program is depicted in Figure 17, and a full listing of the source code in found
in Appendix B.
There are 72 subroutines written for the MPU, and they are listed in Table 4. Of
those, 18 are directly accessible by the user. In addition to the other subroutines,
there are two major sections of the software not directly available to the user. The
first is the main body of the program. This code is executed during power-up and
reset. The program first initializes variables and parameter settings. A greeting is
then sent to the LCD display, and the mode of communication is verified (RS232 or
radio). The program then loops infinitely until an interrupt occurs. The second major
non-user section of the program handles interrupts. The interrupts mapped by the
firmware are listed in Table 5.
Keyboard entries are processed as SIO interrupts. A keyboard entry line is
terminated with a carriage return and processed as a command. The input is
compared against a description table. The description table points to the user
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Macro-Assembly
Macro-Assembly
RS232
Control
Control
<—
Programming:
- Hitachi Assembly

Function:
- Instrument Control

DDE

Macro-Assembly
Control

Programming:
- Scripts

Programming:
- Basic

Function:
- Data Collection

Function:
- Plotting

- Statistics

- Command Control

- Data Storage

• Data Archiving

Figure 16. Software Interactions

- pH Calculations
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System
Initialization

Timed Out
Walt
Loop

Keyboard
Jnterrupt

No

Yes
Check For
Subroutine

Execute
Subroutine

Yes

Subrouline?

No

END ^

Figure 17. Flow Diagram for MRU Macro-Assembly Firmware Program
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Command
ADCDMP*
ADCSET*
ADDER
ADDWRD
ADSTA1
ADSTA2
ADSTAT*
BNTODC
BOOTLCD*
CALLREM*
CLRLCD
CLRIWEM
COLLECT*
COMPLM
CPRCON
DECDiV
DECTOBIN
DELETE*
DELFILE
DGDFLP
DGTOCH
DIR*
DIRECT
DPAUSE
FINDPAR
FNDVAR
FPADD
FPD10
FPDIV
FPIN
FPMULT
FPNORM

Table 4. MPI) Subroutine Descriptions
Description
Converts the data into decimal strings pertaining to digitizers 13 separated by commas
Sets attributes of digitizing session
Adds two N sized registers
Adds TEMP2 to TEMPI and stores in X and TEMPI
Calculates mean of 256 digitized samples
Calculates average deviation from mean
Binary mean and average deviation routine
Converts word in X into string at AB output: MEM1 is length of
string out
Initializes the LCD screen
Calls remote instrument
Clears the LCD screen
initializes a block of memory
Collects [MEM3] #samples of data from digitizers on DEV3
though DEV5 and stores in respective buffers
Finds 2's complement of N sized register
Compares two N sized registers
Decimal divide routine
String to binary conversion
Command line file delete program
Deletes an item from the description table
Converts digitizer data to floating point
Binary word to HEX string conversion
Displays file allocation table listing of all system functions
available as listed in description table
Tests RS232 on INIT for direct connection
One sec display pause
Finds parameter location and size of text string
Looks for parameter in description table
Adds two binary floating point numbers : FPOP+FPACC>FPACC
Floating point divide by ten routine; divides FPACC by 10
Floating point divide routine; divides two binary floating point
numbers: FPACC/FPOP->FPACC
Converts string to 2's floating point; routine converts a text
string into binary floating point
Floating point multiply routine; multiplies two binary floating
point numbers: FPACC*FPOP~>FPACC
Floating point normalization routine
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FPOUT
FPSUB
FPX10
GREET
GTLNAD
GTLNDS
INCMEM
INIT*
MAKEFILE
MEMINC
MEMSTO
MEMTSr
MESSAGE
MOVEAD
MOVEIT
NTFMES
PAUSE
PAUSE13

PHVALr
PHVAL2*
PROCBF
RADIOIN*
RAMTST
READ
ROTARR
ROTATL
ROTATR
RXON
SAMPLE*
SAY
SLEEPCPU*
SLPLCD*
SPAUSE

Table 4. (continued)
Converts 2's floating point to string; creates a display string of
a floating point number in decimal floating format : FPACC
STRBUF(ASCII)
Floating point subtract routine; subtracts two binary floating
point numbers: FPOP-FPACC->FPACC
Floating point times ten; multiplies FPACC by 10
Writes Greeting on LCD screen
Retrieves the length in words of the address table located at X
and places it in B (INCLUDES ENDING TOKEN)
Retrieves the length of the description table located at X and
places it in B (INCLUDES ENDING TOKEN)
Increments an N sized register at X
System initialization routine
Inserts string into description table
Increment memory pointer by two bytes
Transfers a block of memory from TEMP RAM to permanent
storage in RAMBANK 0
Memory test routine
Writes system messages out SIO
Moves a block of memory (<65536)
Moves a block of memory (<256)
Special case message using MESSAGE
X contains the number of milliseconds to pause; control is
returned after designated amount of time
1.3ms pause
Loads the calculated integer pH values
Displays the calculated decimal pH values on the LCD
LCD module wait routine
Processes input through radio link
RAMBANK memtest routine
Similar to PEEK in basic (16 bits); displays contents of memory
locations (words)
Rotates right 2's complement of N sized register
Rotates left an N sized register
Rotates right an N sized register
Turns receiver ON
Tests data storage, dumping and displaying
Writes to LCD routine
Puts CPU into sleep state
Turns off LCD
1/3 sec sample pause
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Table 4. (continued)
Turns source lamp off
SRCOFP*
Turns source lamp on
SRCON*
SUBTRC
Decimal subtract
SUBWRD
Subtracts TEMP2 from TEMPI, stores in X and TEMPI
Turns transmitter OFF
TXOFF
Turns transmitter ON
TXON
TXOUT
Non-interrupt driven 810 output; writes to SIO port without
requiring SIO interrupts
*User accessible routines.
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Hex Address
FFEA
FFEC
FFEE
FFFO
FFF2
FFF4
FFF6
FFF8
FFFA
FFFC
FFFE

Table 5. Interrupt Vector Memory Map
Description
Interrupt
Interrupt Request 2
IRQ2
Timer 2 Counter Match
CMI
Trap
TRAP
Serial I/O Interrupt
SIO
TOI
Timer 1 Overflow
Timer 1 Output Compare
OCI
Timer 1 Input Compare
ICI
IRQ1
Interrupt Request 1
SWI
Software Interrupt
Non-maskable Interrupt
NMI
Reset
START
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accessible subroutines. If a match is found, the subroutine is executed.
subroutines return to the interrupt loop in the main body of the program.

The

Communications Server
Crosstalk was implemented to link the PC to the instrument's MPU through the
serial port connection on both sides of the communication. Crosstalk Application
Scrip Language (CASL) was used for automated real-time data transfer. Scripts are
macro-commands created by Crosstalk to execute instructions automatically.
The CASL program listing is found in Appendix C, and a flow diagram is shown
in Figure 18. Interfacing with the user was executed with dialog boxes. This allows
the user to enter program variables and to influence the flow of the program. The
program first establishes a Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) channel with Visual
Basic. DDE is a feature of Microsoft Windows that allows multiple applications to
exchange information dynamically.
Next the program sets default values for sampling parameters to pass to the
MPU. The default values are displayed in a dialog box, and the user is able to
change the values. When the user exits the dialog, a second dialog box is shown
with the sampling parameters, and the user is prompted to verify the settings. If the
user is not satisfied with the parameters, the program allows the user to change the
parameters until the settings are acceptable. The verified values are passed to the
MPU firmware in a data stream as 'ADCSet Sample_Stats Number_Sets
Samples_Sets Sample_Rate Lamp_Delay'.
ADCSet is a MPU executable
subroutine (see Appendix B), and the subsequent descriptors are sampling
variables. A description of the variables is given in Table 6.
The user is queried through a dialog box to save the data into an ASCII file. If
the user selects 'No', then the user is prompted again to confirm this selection. If
the user selects 'Yes', then the user is prompted for the file name. After the file
name is entered, the name is re-displayed for the user to verify the entry. The user
can change the file name until it is acceptable.
The CASL program then initiates data collection by passing the 'SAMPLE'
command (see Appendix B) to the MPU when F1 is pressed on the PC keyboard.
The program waits for a data stream from the MPU through the serial port and strips
header information from the data. A comma delimited data packet for a single
sampling set is passed to Visual Basic through the DDE channel. The sample
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(^TART^
System Initialization

Set Default Conditions
for Sample Collection

Set Dialog Box To Change
Sampling Conditions

iccept Sampling
Conditions ^

/erify User Does Not
Wish To Save Data.

No

Yes

Save
Data

Collect
Data

No

Ye»

Enter File Name

Yes

Confirm File
Name

DDE Data Transfer
To Visual Basic

Decrement Sample
Counter

No

Sample
Counter - 0

Notify User Data
Collection Completed

Figure 18. Flow Diagram for Crosstalk Script Communication Server Program
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Table 6. Sampling Parameter Variables
Variable Name

Description

Sample_Stats

Sets T(rue) to average data or F(alse) to send raw data

Number__Sets

Number of sample per set

Samples_Set

Number of sample sets

Sample__Rate

Sampling rate (iisec)

Lamp_Delay

Delay time between lamp ON and data collection (msec)
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counter is decremented, and sample collection continues until the counter is zeroed.
The user Is notified when data collection is completed.
Graphical User Interface
Visual Basic 1.0 was implemented for real-time graphical display of the amplified
detector signals. The data is passed from the Instrument to Visual Basic controls
through a DDE channel established by Crosstalk. In the DDE link, the Visual Basic
program performs as the server and the Crosstalk program as the client. The
controls are event driven objects drawn on a video form (a customized window). In
this application, the form is designed as a X-Y graph. When a pre-defined event
occurs, the procedures associated with the appropriate control are executed.
The Visual Basic program written for this application is listed in Appendix D. A
flow diagram of the software is given in Figure 19. With the establishment of a DDE
channel by Crosstalk, program variables are initialized, and the axes are drawn for
the first graphical window (Figure 20). The X axis represents the number of data
transfers and is paged in ranges of 300. For example, the X axis scale for the first
page is 0-300. When the data count equals 300, the displayed graph is cleared,
and a new X axis is drawn from 300 to 600. The Y axis represents the signal
intensity, and the scale is from 0 to 4096 (equivalent to the 12-bit resolution of the
A/D converters).
Crosstalk passes the intensity values from the first sample detector, lamp
reference detector, and the second sample detector to Visual Basic. The values are
displayed in label boxes LABEL1, LABEL3, and LABEL4, respectively. (Within the
code listing in Appendix D, references to the first sample detector, the lamp
reference detector, and the second sample detector are designated as NM510,
LMPRF, and NM450, respectively reflecting the wavelengths measured). With
each incremental change of the sample counter (LABEL2), the subroutine
Label2_Change() is executed. The plots for each detector signal are updated by
drawing lines between signal^-i and signal^. The pH value is calculated and is
digitally overlaid on the graph (see Figure 20). Plotting of the detector signals
continues until the desired number of samples has been collected. Crosstalk then
disconnects the DDE channel, and the entire sequence can be reinitiated.
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DDE Channel Open
From Crosstall<

Initialize Variables

Draw Graphical Interface

Wait for Data Transfer
From Crosstali(

No

Data In

Yes

Plot Data and Display
New pH Value

Decrement Sample Counter

Counter - 0

Yes

No
No

Count/300 - Integer

Yes

Clear Screen and
Update X Scale

End Program and
Disconnect DDE Channel

Figure 19. Flow Diagram for Visual Basic Graphical User Interface
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Figure 20. Initialized Graphical Display for Visual Basic Program
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DISCUSSION
The system is first initialized by activating the Crosstalk program to monitor the
serial line to the MPU. The instrument is turned on by applying a 5 V signal to pin
11 of the MCI45028 trinary address decoder which then pulses the clock of the
State Machine flip-flop. The flip-flop strobes the reset and standby pins of the MPU
and places the instrument into the ON state. The MPU is then ready to accept code
commands.
Upon power-up, the firmware initializes the MPU and code variables. A greeting
is sent to the LCD and PC terminal. The MPU sits in a software loop awaiting an
interrupt. Carriage return terminated entries are handled as interrupts. Currently,
commands are entered through a serially interfaced PC. The LCD board has been
designed to accommodate a keypad. This will allow direct command entry to the
MPU.
The command DIR displays a table (see Table 7) listing user accessible
subroutines as Routine Descriptors (RDESCR). Keyboard entries are searched
against the RDESCR table. If an exact match is found, the corresponding address
in the ROM Address Table (RATABL) is loaded, and the program jumps to the
subroutine. If a match is not found, the message '> Program not in directory. ' is
displayed on the PC terminal. Messages can be routed to display on the PC
terminal and/or the LCD module.
The current flow from the photodiodes is in the low nA range. This requires
considerable amplification (Figure 6), and great care must be taken to reduce
possible sources of noise. Initially a predominant 60 Hz noise signal was observed.
This required a grounding cage for the digitizing board. Since the circuit is primarily
battery powered, the probable sources of the noise were from fluorescent lights
and/or radiation losses from building power lines. A copper grounding plate was
fabricated to lay under the entire digitizing board. An additional shield was
constructed to enclose the detectors, amplifiers, and A/D converters. The shield
and grounding plate were connected to the ground of the 6 V battery used for
powering the logic circuits. With this grounding cage arrangement, the 60 Hz signal
was essentially undetectable. The shield also helps protect the amplification circuit
from other radiation noise sources. With the detector set at 500 nm, the lamp
intensity at near saturation, a pulsing rate at 1 Hz, a data collection rate of 1
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Table 7. User Accessible Routines
Routine Descriptor
ROM Address Table
(RDESCR)
(RATABL)
ADCSET
ADCSet
BOOTLCD
BootLCD
CALLREM
CALLREMOTE
COLLECT
Collect
ADCDMP
DataDump
DELETE
DELETE
DIR
DIR
INIT
INIT
MemoryTest
MEMTST
PHAVL1
PHVAL1
PHVAL2
PHVAL2
Radioln
RADIOIN
Sample
SAMPLE
SCROFP
SCROFF
SCRONP
SCRON
SLEEPCPU
SIeepCPU
SIeepLCD
SLEEPLCD
Stats
ADSTAT
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ms/sample, and an averaged collection set of 256 samples, the signal-to-noise ratio
is 3500 to 7 A/D counts which is equivalent to 2.6 V to 5 mV or a signal-to-noise
ratio of 520.
To regulate the luminescence of the lamp, a commercially available constantcurrent source was used (1635 Power Supply, BK Precision, Chicago, IL). The
lamp was powered at 6 V and 1 A. The power supply maintained the constant
current to within ±0.01 A during pulsing of the lamp. For the instrument to be truly
field déployable, the commercial current source must be replaced with a batterypowered, constant-current supply. We are currently designing this circuitry.
Provisions have been made to monitor the lamp output. We are currently
evaluating hardware and software feedback procedures to adjust fluctuations in
luminescence. The lamp is a greybody radiator with a resistive tungsten filament.
Variances in temperature or in the resistance of the filament (e.g., from oxidation of
the tungsten) will affect the output. The feedback scheme can adjust the lamp
supply power to produce a constant output.
An aluminum, watertight enclosure was purchased from Rose Enclosures
(Frederick, MD) to accommodate the four logic boards. The dimensions of the
enclosure are: 4.25" H x 6.50" W x 9.25" L. The overall dimensions can be further
reduced by board consolidation thereby reducing the number of unused IC pins,
implementing a more space efficient layout, and consolidating some ICs into a VLSI
design.
One of the enclosure sealing plates was modified to secure the LCD module and
optical fibers. It is envisioned that the other sealing plate can be easily modified for
attachment of a battery pack. The pack will hold the different batteries for powering
the logic circuits, digitizing circuits, serial communications, and tungsten lamp. The
connection will be made through a socket styled interface. Discharged batteries will
be easily replaced by snapping in a fully charged battery pack.
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CONCLUSIONS
A miniaturized, durable, solid-state, battery-operated fiber-optic photometer with
dual-wavelength selection for absorbance measurements of thin-film sensors has
been developed. The instrument is easily manufactured and is comprised of
inexpensive components. The simplicity and ruggedness of the optical elements
lend the instrument to applications in a variety of environments ranging from clinical
assays, to on-line chemical process monitoring, to measuring contaminants in
recycled resources of a sustainable biosphere in space. The sensor probe could
conceivably be modified and reduced in size for biological implantation thereby
facilitating continuous monitoring of physiological parameters. Previously, Miller
demonstrated short term biocompatibility of heparin coated fiber optic sensors for a
4 hour femoral artery catheterization.
The instrument is easily adapted to measuring the optical response of a variety
of chromophoric thin-film sensors. The interference filters are easily interchanged
to measure the wavelength(s) of significance. Also, the instrument can be modified
to accommodate more than two signal detectors. The sensor probe could contain
an array thin-film sensors with respective signal detection components. Therefore,
the instrument described in this paper can serve as a template for a multitude of
configurations with a diversity of applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Interest in the development of fiber-optic sensors for biomedical applications
began as early as the 1960s.1-2 Since then, research in the development of optical
sensors for biomedical applications has grown considerably.
The transduction
modes are varied: absorbance,1o,46,so,51 fluorescence,12,18,30,33,41,52,53,54,55
luminescence,flash

photolysis,39 and reflectance.16,31 Fluorescent optical
sensors are available for intracellular measurements of electrolytes and minerals to
determine the activities of membranes, neurons, muscle cells, and organelles.49.52
The current clinical Impetus has been on the development of implantable sensors
for continuous, in vivo monitoring.^o,42,45,47
The development of truly reversible multicomponent optical sensors that can be
used for clinical measurements remains a significant challenge. Current optical pH
sensor technology is hampered by the inaccuracies resulting from variations in ionic
strength.56 Also, since most of the sensor materials are constructed from
impermeable thin films of a organic polymers, response times can be as long as 10
minutes.42 Such long times are not suitable for real-time monitoring or in
decreasing the operating efficiency of personnel through decreasing lengthy
instrumental procedures. Improved response times are necessary to accurately
assess rapid biochemical changes in acute care facilities and in surgical
procedures.
The measurement of pH in clinical and surgical monitoring can be very important
for providing diagnostic information. The pH of blood normally ranges from 7.35 to
7.45. Any deviation from this range can present a significant threat to homeostasis,
since changes in hydrogen ion concentrations will destabilize cell membranes, alter
protein structure, and alter the biological activities of many important enzymes.60
Hydrogen ions are highly reactive and can interact with other ions and compounds
within the body and disrupt metabolic pathways. The nervous system is particularly
sensitive to pH fluctuations. The control of pH is a homeostatic process of great
physiological and clinical significance. Factors which affect this crucial balance are
respiratory, renal, and metabolic disorders.38
This paper describes the application of a fiber-optic, absorption based prototype
instrument for the measurement of bovine serum pH. The pH sensing film was
developed with immobilization of fluoresceinamine at cellulose acetate with
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response times <1 minute.57
The instrument, described previously,58 is
microprocessor controlled, battery operated, and field deployable for dedicated
monitoring.
The miniature, fiber-optic photometer (MFOP) measures the
absorbance of an optical, thin-film sensor.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Sensor Film Preparation
Fluoresceinamine sensor films were prepared as described previously.57 The
indicator is a triprotic acid, and the immobilized form has absorbance peak maxima
at 440, 464, and 500 nm. The response range of the indicator film is pH 1 -10, with
the most sensitive region being pH 6.5 - 8.5. The response of the film can be
correlated to the ratio of absorbance maxima.
Sensor Calibration and Evaluation Procedures
The films were secured in a flow through cell (see Figure 1). The optical fibers
of the flow through cell were connected to the MFOP as described previously.58
Response of the immobilized fluoresceinamine to pH was detected and recorded by
the MFOP.
Measurements were conducted at room temperature. The sensor film was
calibrated with citric acid (H3C6H30yH20), boric acid (H3BO3), and trisodium
phosphate (Na3P04*12H0) buffers.59 Comparative studies of serum pH were
conducted using the MFOP and an Orion pH electrode.
Reagents
All chemicals were of reagent grade. All solutions and buffers were prepared
with deionized water. Bovine serum was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.
(#56648, St. Louis, MO) and stored at 0° C. Prior to analysis, the serum samples
were removed from the freezer and allowed to come to room temperature and
analyzed as quickly as possible.
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Internal View

90°
Rotation ^

External View

Figure 1. External and Internal Views of Flow Through Cell : a) GRIN lens
retainer; b) Ag film mirror; c) sensing film; d) optical fibers; e) Teflon
holder for optical fibers; f) solution flow chamber; g) GRIN lens; h) Delrin
flange-free nut; and i) pump tubing
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calibration standards were prepared using citric acid, boric acid, and trisodium
buffers. The pH of each standard was checked using an Orion pH electrode. The
buffers were then pumped through the flow through cell and the signal values for
510 nm and 458 nm were recorded. The pH values of the bovine serum samples
were also checked with the glass electrode and immediately analyzed by the MFOP.
The absorbance values for the detector response were calculated, and a calibration
curve for the standards was constructed from the ratioed values of A5ionm'A458nmThe pH for the serum sample was determined from the curve. A single calibration
curve is shown in Figure 2. This procedure was repeated three times for each of
three samples.
The pH of the serum samples as determined by the MFOP was compared to the
electrode reference values (Table 1).
The standard deviation of these
measurements was calculated to be ±0.03 pH units. We plan to enhance the
resolution to >0.01 pH by increasing the electronic dynamic range of the MFOP and
by immobilizing a higher concentration of the fluoresceinamine within the film.
The majority of optical pH sensors are hampered by the inaccuracies resulting
from variations in ionic strength.42 However, in this comparative study, there did not
appear to be any appreciable errors attributable to ionic strength differences. The
ionic strength of serum is -0.3 M®"! and that for the buffers was ~0.5 M.
We are conducting experiments to determine the characteristics of the
fluoresceinamine films in response to ionic strength. Preliminary studies indicate
that the indicator film is not significantly affected at high ionic concentrations (0.5M
and 1.0M). At low ionic concentrations (0.1M), a statistical deviation in sensor
response was noted. Investigations are continuing to determine the extent of ionic
strength effects in the range between 0.05M to 0.5M.
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Table 1. Comparison of Bovine Serum pH
(Glass Electrode vs. MFOP)
Serum Sample
Glass Electrode
MFOP
pH
pH
Number
1
7.24
7.21
7.18
7.16
2
3
7.30
7.31
Standard Deviation: ±0.03 pH

Difference
(pH)
+0.03
-0.02
-0.01

1.200 T
1.000 -•
0.800 - •

g

0.600 --

»

0.400 - -

^ 0.200 --

SERUM SAMPLE #1: pH = 7.24

C

®

0.000 --

s

^ -0.200 - •

-0.400 - -0.600 • •

-0.800
7.00

7.05

7.10

7.15

7.20

7.25

7.30

7.35

7.40

pH

Figure 2. Calibration Curve for Serum Sample #1 - A5-|0nm'A458nm versus pH

7.45
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CONCLUSION
Although sensitivity greater than 0.01 pH might be achieved with some
fluorascence-based sensors, this mode of transduction Is more subject to
interference problems for biomedical applications than absorption-based sensors.
Complex biological liquids contain many cyclic compounds (e.g., porphyrins) that
can add to the signal of a fluorescence based measurement. Also, some molecules
can destructively interfere with fluorescence measurements, such as chloride and
oxygen quenching.
Additionally, fluorescence-based photometry requires more complicated optics
and electronics than absorbance measurements. The MFOP is comprised of
simple, inexpensive components for ease of manufacture and commercialization;
designed with non-moving optics for mechanical stability; and is battery operated for
field dedicated applications. Also, the ability to measure the chromophoric
properties of a single dye in its various reactive forms is conducive to internal
calibration. Such an approach compensates for calibration difficulties that may
arise from preparative variations in the amount of immobilized indicator and
desorption or degradation of the indicator from the film during use.
Ideally, the adaptation of the probe for in vivo clinical measurements is
desirable. We are investigating miniaturization of the probe for implantation and
modifications for biocompatibility. Miller demonstrated short term biocompatibility of
fiber optic sensors for implantation in dogs during a 4 hour catheterized femoral
artery study. He coated the fibers with a layer containing covalently bonded heparin
to prevent thrombosis.62 Additional challenges must be overcome; the sensors
must be mechanically durable, comprised of non-toxic materials, capable of
withstanding sterilization, and able to resist fouling of the sensing film.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Technological Advantages
The conceptual basis of these sensors offers at least two major technological
advantages in addition to those described within this dissertation. First, the use of
fiber optic sensors facilitates miniaturization of instrumentation. These devices
could conceivably be modified and reduced in size for implantation thereby
facilitating continuous monitoring of physiological parameters in critical care
facilities or during surgical procedures. Second, electrical isolation of these
proposed devices would provide an added safety feature by prevention of electrical
shock. A major concern of invasive devices (e.g., catheters) is inducement of
microshock. When the epidermal layer is violated, small currents (on the order of
microamps) through heart muscle can lead to fibrillation. Fibrillation, unless
intervened by defibrillation procedures, can lead to death.
This safety feature is
particularly important in surgical procedures and intensive care units where current
sources can come in direct contact with patients.
Additional Applications
As configured, the instrument contains no mechanical components and operates
in a fixed-wavelength mode, while maintaining the precision and accuracy of earlier
reported fluorescence-based laboratory measurements.12 Based upon construction
with low-cost components, small size, mechanical durability, and minimal need for
calibration, the instrument would be aptly suited for field deployment in non-labora
tory environments. The device can serve as a prototype for development of sensors
to: quantitate electrolytes and minerals within biological fluids, monitor contaminants
in recycled resources within a sustainable biosphere of a space station or lunar
colony,4 detect pollution indicators within water systems, and monitor process
streams in chemical manufacturing. Conceivably, modifications would entail:
identification and immobilization of proper indicator compounds; substitution of
optical filters for different spectral responses; and encasement of the hardware
package for operation in hostile locations.
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Future Work
Projecting future applications, indicators have been identified for the detection of
calcium, sodium and potassium in biological fluids. They are calcein, SBFI and
PBFI, respectively. Calcein forms both visible and fluorescent complexes with
calcium in non-acidic solutions with minor interference from magnesium."'3 The
sodium Indicator is a selective chelator with sufficient discrimination against
potassium and hydrogen ions to be relatively unaffected by physiological
concentrations of these ions.14 The potassium indicator effectively detects
potassium in the presence of sodium and hydrogen ions.l^ The structures of these
compounds are shown in Figure 6. Each compound possesses either amine or
hydroxyl groups to react with the Polymer Carrier VA-Epoxy BIOSYNTH® beads for
the fabrication of sensor films.
Research will continue to develop methods for direct immobilization of indicators
at cellulose acetate. Surface immobilization offers several advantages over the use
of epoxy beads. First, the background signal observed in Figure 7 of Paper 2 is
primarily attributable to absorption by the crushed epoxy beads. Without the beads,
the baseline signal from cellulose acetate alone would be virtually transparent in the
visible region. Removing the beads would eliminate signal not relevant to the
indicator from quantitative calculations. Another potential advantage would be a
decrease in response time by producing thinner films and by removing the
additional interface created by inclusion of the beads.
Laboratory experiments with the HP Diode Array Spectrophotometer have
demonstrated that the sensor film has a resolution range of better than 0.1 pH unit
over a broad response range (1 to 10 pH). However, the dynamic range of the
MFOP is limited primarily by the resolution of the digitizing circuitry. Improved
resolution is expected in part by substitution of the 12-bit (4096 counts) A/Ds with
14 or 16-bit A/Ds (65536 counts) and improved control of signal amplification.
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Figure 6. Chemical Structures of Target Ion Indicators.
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Each detector possesses a separate amplification control through adjustment of
a variable resistor (potentiometer) in the amplifier feedback loop. Therefore, any
gain adjustment in one detection circuit is not compensated for in the other two
detection circuits. This introduces errors in calculating pH values if resistance
values are altered following instrument calibration. This source of error can be
eliminated by replacing the potentiometer with gain ranging (i.e., amplification of
lOx, lOOx, lOOOx, etc.) circuitry. The different gains can be switched into the
amplifier circuit through software control and appropriate adjustments to the
calibration data can be made.
Currently, there is no compensation made for DC offset contributions to the total
signal. The detector response includes the sensor signal and a constant
background voltage, thereby limiting the range of response to Vsaturation ^background- To reduce DC offset contributions to the total signal, a feedback
system needs to be designed that adjusts the signal to zero when the source lamp
is off. This will reduce undesirable signal saturation and loss in dynamic range.
The resistance of the filament in the tungsten lamp will vary with time. This
could alter the spectral radiance of the beam that illuminates the sensor film. To
adjust for this possible source of signal error, a feedback circuit is being designed to
compensate for variances in spectral radiance measured directly from the lamp.
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APPENDIX A

SCHEMATICS OF MICROPROCESSOR, LCD, DIGITIZING, AND RS232 BOARDS
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF MACRO ASSEMBLY PROGRAM FOR THE HITACHI MICROPROCESSOR
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May 1993
hitachi 6303 source code
remote sensors and serial communication interface
Copyright (c) 1991,1992,1993
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
Micro Analytical instrumentation Center, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
Written by William James Deninger (August 1991)
Revisions and additions by Sheliey Jean Coldiron beginning December 1991
Many of the mathematical and conversions routines were adapted from "Scelibi "6800" Software
Gourmet Guide & Cook Book", Sceibi Computer Consulting, Inc., Miiford, CT (1976).
NOTE; The transceiver hardware and software are not complete. Most of the floating point
mathematical routines are not complete.
structure:
software interrupt upon received chr$(13)
low level interpreter
ability to construct macros
complete dedication to main task
serial interface at 1200 baud 8 bit 2 stop
PORT REGISTER $0017
WR
WR
WR
WR

BITO
BIT1
BIT 2
BIT 3

RAMBANK SELECT BIT 0
RAMBANK SELECT BIT 1
DEVICE ENABLE
POWER DOWN
(L TO H TRANSITION)

BIT 4
BITS
BIT 6
BIT 7
ASCT STARTUP
ORG $FFEA
; Interrupt Address Mapping
FDB
IRQ2
FDB
CMI
FDB
TRAP
FDB
SIO
FDB
TOI
FDB
OCI
FDB
ICI
FDB
IRQ1

; Interrupt request 2
: Timer2 counter match
: Trap
: Serial I/O interrupt
: Timerl overflow
; Timerl output compare
: Timerl Input compare
; Intenupt request 1

ORG $FFFA
FDB
FDB
FDB

SWi
NMI
START

TEMPORATY RAM map
ORG $8000

: Software interrupt
; Non-maskable interrupt
; Reset
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SYSTMR

RMB

2

; system timeout timer

TBLPNT
DESPNT

RIUIB
RMB

2
2

; address table pointer
; description table pointer

TSKPNT
TSKLEN
JOB
TSKLST

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

2
1
2
256

; task list pointer
; task list length
; cun-ent job task
; task list buffer

MEMBNK
MEMPNT

RMB
RMB

1
2

: (0-3) lowest RAMBANK avail
; lowest address avalliable

DESCRE
DESTBL
ADDTBL

RMB
RMB
RMB

1
2
2

;Ram Description table enable
; pointer to tlie description table
; pointer to the address table

ATABLE
DESCRP
DESOVF

RMB
RMB
RMB

$200 ; Ram Address table
#$800 ; Ram Description table
1

MEMO
MEM1
MEM2
MEM3
MEM4
MEM5
MEM6
MEM7
MEM8

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

; variable workspace

; transmission protocol variables
TBUFF
TXPNT
TXBUF

RMB
RMB
RMB

256
1
256

TM0T1
TXCNT

RMB 1
RMB 1

; transmit timeout limit
: transmit counter

SIOFLG
SIOPNT

RMB
RMB

; SiO routing flag (radio or dir)
; SIO routine pointer

1
1

; for constructing output strings
; transmit buffer length
; transmit buffer

; receive protocol variables
RXRDR
RXPNT
RXBUF

RMB
RMB
RMB

1
2
256

; most current received byte
; receive buffer pointer
: receive buffer

2
2
2
2
2

; digitizer timer speed setting
; number of sets per collection
; lamp delay time

; digitizing buffer area
DGTMR
NMSETS
LMPDLA
NMSMPS

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

; the number of samples per set
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AVEFLG

RMB

1

; is averaging booi set

CHKFLG
CHKSAV
CHKOUT

RMB
RMB
RMB

1
2
1

; done flag

DG1
DG2
DG3

RMB
RMB
RMB

1
1
1

; token
; tol(en
: token

DIG1
DIG2
DIG3
DIG1AB
DIG2AB
DIG3AB

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

$200
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200

; digitizer #1 temp storage
; digitizer #2 temp storage
: digitizer #3 temp storage

: pointer to DIGIon
DIG1P
RMB 2
; pointer to DIG2on
DIG2P
RMB 2
; pointer to DIG3on
DIG3P
RMB 2
; digitizer statistical processing output variables
AVE1
AVE2
AVE3
STD1
STD2
STD3

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

2
2
2
2
2
2

; average of 256 DIG1 samples
; average of 256 DIG2 samples
; average of 256 DIG3 samples
; average deviation of DIG1
; average deviation of DIG2
; average deviation of DIG3

; digitizing statistical buffer area
BUFF
BUF
TSTAT
AVE
STDEV

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

2
$20
2
2
2

; pointer for AVE1&2 temp storage
; Stat temp storage
; variable
; calculated average
; calculated mean deviation

2

; address comparison check

1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

; floating point variables

; standard routines
ADDCHK

RMB

; floating point buffers
CNTR
TEMPO
TEMPI
TEMP2
TEMP3
TEMP4
TSIGN
SIGNS
FPLSWE
FPLSW
FPNSWL
FPNSWH
FPMSW
FPACCE
MCANDO

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
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MCAND1
MCAND2
MCAND3
FOLSWE
FOPLSW
FORNSL
FOPNSH
FOPMSW
FOPEXP
WORKO
W0RK1
W0RK2
WORKS
W0RK4
WORKS
W0RK6
WORK?
WORKS
W0RK9

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

lOLSW
lONSWL
lONSWH
lOMSW
lOEXP
lOSTR
I0STR1
IOSTR2
IOSTR3
IOSTR4
lOEXPD

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

BINVAL
DECTBL
DGTCNT
DECPNT
DCPPO
DCPP1
DCAC
DCOP

RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB

3
2
1
2
1
1
2
2

; decimal divisior or decimal accumulator
; decimal dividend or decimal operand

STRPNT
STRBUF

RMB
RMB

2
#$16

; string buffer pointer
; string buffer

; Parameter address listing variables
VTBPNT
VARPNT
STPNT

RMB
RMB
RMB

2
2
2

; local variables for PARMXX

CALTMR
TXTMR

RMB
RMB

2
2

; CALL TIMER in ms
; Transmitter powerup pause ms
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;

GLOBAL VARIABLES

COUNT
VALPH1
VALPH2

RMB
RMB
RMB

2
2
2

; counter variable
; pH integer value variable
; pH decimal value variable

ORG $E000
PSCT CODE

SYSTEM ADDRESSES
DDR2
DDR6
P0RT2
PORTS
P0RT6
C0NP5
RMCR
T2CNT
PRC
TCSR1
TCSR2
TCSR3
OCR1
0CR2
TCSRS
TCONR

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$0001
#$0016
#$0003
#$0015
#$0017
#$0014
#$0010
#$001D
#$0009
#$0008
#$000F
#$001B
#$000B
#$0019
#$0011
#$001C

; data direction register P2
; data direction register P6
; Port 2
: Port 5 (read only)
; Porte
: RAM/Port 5 control register
; Rate, Mode control register
; Timer 2 up counter
; Free Running Counter
; Timer Control Status register 1
; Timer Control status register 2
; Timer Control status register 3
; Output Compare Register 1
; Output Compare Register 2
; Transmit Receive control status register
: Time Constant Register

TDR
RDR

EQU
EQU

#$0013
#$0012

: Transmit Data Register
; Receiver Data Register

R0M1
R0M2

EQU
EQU

#$C000
#$A000

; Lowest address of R0M1
; Lowest address of R0M2

:
DEVICE ADDRESSES
; errored pcb LCD mapped incorrectly
EQU #$6000
DEVO
EQU #$6002
DEVI
EQU #$6004
DEV2
EQU #$6006
DEV3
EQU #$6008
DEV4
EQU #$600A
DEV5
EQU #$600C
DEV6
EQU #$600E
DEV7

; LCD STATUS(0)
: LCD CONTROL (0&1)
; ADC STATUS(0)
;ADC#1(0&1)
; ADC#2(0$1)
: ADC#3(0&1)
: TRANS STATUS
; (Not Currently Used)

SYSTEM SETTINGS (Initialization)
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TC1DEF
TC2DEF
TC3DEF

EQU
EQU
EQU

#$00
#$00
#$10

; Timer Control Status Reg 1 default
; Timer Control Status Reg 2 default
; Timer Control Status Reg 3 default

DDR2 V
DDR6 V
CP5SLP
CP5FST
CP5SLO

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$03
#$FF
#$08
#$C0
#$C5

; Data Direction Register 2 default
; Data Direction Register 6 default
: RAM/Port control for sleep mode
: RAM/Port control for fast mem read
: RAM/Port control for slow mem read

RMCR.V

EQU

#$24

; Rate mode control reg default

TCSTX
TCSRTX
TCSRRX
TCSRX
TCSRSD

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$02
#$06
#$18
#$08
#$00

: Timer control stat reg 3 Transmit w/o interrupt setting
: Timer control stat reg 3 Transmit with intenrupt setting
; Timer control stat reg 3 Receiver with interrupt setting
; Timer controi stat reg 3 Receiver w/o interrupt setting
; Timer control stat reg 3 sleep setting

; system timer.timeout results in power shutdown
; each $100 is approximately 17 seconds, (i.e $700 is 2min)
SYSTi\flO

EQU

#$0700

CP5PWU
CPSSM

EQU
EQU

#$C0
#$C5

; System Timeout value

PORT 6 SETTINGS
DEVICE
RBANKO
RBANK1
RBANK2
RBANK3

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$04
#$00
#$01
#$02
#$03

; selects devices
: selects RAMBANKO
: selects RAMBANK1
; selects RAMBANK2
; selects RAMBANK3

SLEEP

EQU

#$08

; selects sleep state of processor

DEVO (LCD STATUS) REGISTER SETTINGS
LCDON
LCDOFF

EQU
EQU

#$01
#$00

; turns LCD power ON
: tums LCD pwoer OFF

DEV1 (LCD MODULE) SETTINGS
LINEO
LINE1
LENGTH

EQU
EQU
EQU

#$80
#$C0
#$10

; selects writing to line 0 of LCD
; selects writing to line 1 of LCD
; number of characters per line

RESMOD
CLRMOD

EQU
EQU

#$30
#$01

; reset LCD module
; clear LCD screen
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HOMMOD
ENTMOD
DISMOD
CURMOD
FCTMOD
BUSFLG

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$02
#$06
#$0F
#$10
#$38
#$80

; home LCD
; ent mode
; display mode
; cursor mode
; function mode
; busy flag

DEV2 (ADC STATUS) REGISTER SETTINGS
ADCON
ADCOFF

EQU
EQU

#$01
#$00

; digitizer ON
: digitizer OFF

SRCON
SRCOFF

EQU
EQU

#$03
#$01

; digitizer ON, light source ON
: digitizer ON, light source OFF

NMSMPV
NMSETV
DGTMRV

EQU
EQU
EQU

#256
#$01
#1000

; default number of samples per half set
; default number of sets per collection
; default 1 millisecond sampling scan

;DIG1
;DIG2
;DIG3

EQU
EQU
EQU

#$1000
#$3000
#$5000

: DIG STORAGE IN RAMBANK

:

DEV6(TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER) REGISTER SETTINGS

;
;
;
;

bit 0: transmitter on
bit 1; receiver on
bit 2; enable RS232
bit 3: enable ID wakeup call

TRNSON
RECON
TRNOFF
RSION
TXCALL

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$01
#$02
#$00
#$04
#$09

: transmitter power ON, receiver OFF
: transmitter power OFF, receiver ON
: transmitter power OFF, receiver OFF
: RS232 power ON, others off
: TX on. Calling to remote, reciever off

RS232

EQU

#$FF

; SIO pointer for RS232

CR
COMMA
QUOTE

EQU
EQU
EQU

#$0D
#$2C
#34

; ascli carrage return
; ascli comma
; quote

:

COMMUNICATION SETTINGS

NULL
BAUD

EQU
EQU

#$00
#25

; ascli NULL character
; transmission baud rate (1200)
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; transmit NULL timeout defauit
TM0T1D
TXONFL

EQU
EQU

#$40
#$00

; transmitter timeout defauit
; transmitter ON flag

; receive timeout default
RXONFL

EQU

#$FF

; receiver on FI.AG

SPACE
DEL
END
CNTC

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$20
#$08
#$FF
#42

; ascii space
; ascii DEL character
: END flag
: ascii CONTROLA

PROGRAM SETTINGS
TRUE
FALSE

EQU
EQU

#$01
#$FF

: true Flag
: flase Flag

FPACC
FPOPP

EQU
EQU

FPLSW
FOPLSW

; beginning of floating point accumulator
; beginning of floating point Operand

ROMPRO
PROGRM
PROT
UNPROT

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

#$01
#$4F
#$FF
#$00

: ROM program token flag (protected)
: program token flag (unprotected)
; file protected token flag
; file unprotected flag (not checked)

LCD dispplay messages (Must be of length 16 bytes each)
MESSO
MESS1
MESS2
MESS3
MESS4
MESS5
MESS6
MESS7
MESS8

FCC
FCC
FCC
FCC
FCC
FCC
FCC
FCC
FCC

' MEMORY TEST '
' BANK 0 '
' BANK 1 '
' BANK2 '
' BANK 3 '
' PROGRAM ROM 1 '
' PROGRAM ROM 2'
' FAIL '
' PRESENT '

MESSC

FCC

t

MESSF
MESSG

FCC
FCC

' Iowa State '
'University 1992 '

1

FCC ' Direct Link '
MESSOK
FCC ' Remote Link '
MESNOK
;
Transmission messages (SIO link)
TMESA

FOB
FCC
FCB
FCC

$OD,$OD
'Center of Advanced Technologlcal Development'
$0D
'Iowa State University (c) 1992
'
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;28
TMESOK

:26
TMESNO

FOB
FCC
FCB
FCC

$0D
'Operating System Version 2.01
$OD,$OD
' >•

FCB
FCC
FCB
FCC

$O0,$0D
'Direct Unit established'
$OD,$OD
'>'

FCB
FCC
FCB

$00,$0D
'Radio Link established'
$OD,$OD
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; ROM corresponding description table
; Corresponds respectively to address Is ROM address table
; NOTEIII since names to addresses are matched one to one,
; there MUST be the same number of names as addressesl
RDESCR

FCC 'Sample '
FCC 'SRCON '
FCC 'SRCOFF '
FCC 'CALLREMOTE '
FCC 'Radioln '
FCC 'ClocicCallbrate '
FCC 'DIR '
FCC 'ADCSet '
FCC 'DELETE '
FCC 'Collect '
FCC 'DataDump '
FCC 'Stats '
FCC 'SleepCPU '
FCC 'SieepLCD '
FCC 'BootLCD '
FCC 'MemoryTest '
FCC 'INIT '
FCC 'PHVAL1 '
FCC •PHVAL2 '
FCB END

; ROM system address table
RATABL

FDB SAMPLE
FOB SRCONP
FDB SRCOFP
FDB CALLREM
FDB RADIOIN
FDB CLKCAL
FDB DIR
FDB ADCSET
FDB DELETE
FDB COLLECT
FDB ADCDMP
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FDBADSTAT
FOB SLEEPCPU
FOB SLPLCD
FOB BOOTLCD
FOB MEMTST
FOB INIT
FOB PHVAL1
FOB PHVAL2
FOB $0000
; system variables (names) FNDVAR

START

NOP

; load stack with appropriate value
LDS#$OOFF
_CALLR INIT
CALLR BOOTLCD
_CALLR GREET
_CALLR DIRECT
; task interpreter
SIT

LDAA TSKLEN
BEQ SIT
SEI

; disable inten-upts, working in task list

LDXTSKLST
STX JOB
; store next processing job in JOB
LET MEMO := TSKLEN
LDX#TSKLST+2
SITLP LDD X
DEX
DEX
STDX
INX
INX
INX
INX
DEC MEMO
BNE SITLP
LDXTSKPNT
DEX
DEX
STX TSKPNT
DEC TSKLEN
LDX JOB

; shift tasklist down by two bytes
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: check to insure JOB begins with NOP (ROMPRO) identifier
LDAAX
CMPA#ROIVIPRO
BEQ PEXE
CIVIPA#PROGRIVI
BEQ PEXE
; not a program; EXECUTE message (Cant execute Fiie..)
LDX#PMES1
8TXTEIVIP1
CALLR MESSAGE
BRA PEXRT
PEXE CLI
JSRX
PEXRT LDX#PMES8
_CALLR MESSAGE
; clear RXBUF
LDX#RXBUF
STX RXPNT
CLRA
STAA MEM6
ABC

JMP SIT

DBMES4 FCC'I am back
PMES1 FCC ' >File is not executable. '
FCB $0D
PMES2 FCC ' >lncorrect parameter list. '
FCB $0D
PMES3 FCC ' >Program not in directory. '
FCB $0D
PMES4 FCC ' >File does not exist.
'
FCB $0D
PMES5 FCC ' >File already exists.
'
FCB $0D
PMES6 FCC ' >File is delete protected '
FCB $0D
PMES7 FCC ' >File allocation overflow '
FCB $0D
PMES8 FCB $0D,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00
FCB$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00
FCB $00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00,$00
FCC'>'
TXHEAD FCC 'RLDAD Aquisition Data for Spectrometer'
FCB $0D
FCC •Ref,500nm,458nm,AVD1,AVD2,AVD3'
FCB $0D
;
LENGTH OF TXHEAD #72
SUBROUTINE ADCDMP,GLOBAL
NOP
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; this routine transmits out via the 810 the data contained in DiG1-3 NIMSiVIPS word samples
; The routine converts the data into decimal strings in three columns pertaining to
; digitizers 1-3 separated by commas
; print out header
LDX#TXBUF
STXTEMP2
LDX#TXHEAD
LDAB#72
_CALLR MOVEIT
LETTXPNT:=#72
_CALLR TXON
_CALLR PAU8E13
LDX NMSMPS
STXIVIEM3
:
;
;

LDX #$1000
LDX#DtG1
STXDIG1P
LDX #$3000
LDX#DiG2
STX DIG2P
LDX #$5000
LDX#DIG3
STX DIG3P

; begin output loop
TXDLPO NOP
:
LDAATXPNT
BNE TXDLPO

: wait until done sending out HEADER out of SIO

; clear txbuf with spaces
LDAA#SPACE
LDAB#20
LDX#TXBUF
_CALLR CLRiVIEIVI
:

LET P0RT6 := #RBANKO

LDXDIG1P
; move string to output string construction
LDD#TXBUF
; convert binary to decimal string
CALLR BNTODC
LDXDIG1P
INX
INX
STXDIG1P
LDX DIG2P
; move string to output string construction
LDD#TXBUF+#$05
; convert binary to decimal string
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_CALLR BNTODC
LDX DIG2P
INX
INX
STX DIG2P
LDX DIG3P
; move string to output string construction
LDD#TXBUF+#$OA
; convert binary to decimal string
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX DIGSP
INX
INX
STX DIGSP
LETTXBUF+#14:= #CR
LET TXBUF+#04 := #COMMA
LET TXBUF+#09 := #COMMA
LETTXPNT := #16
LET P0RT6 := «DEVICE
_CALLR TXON
LDX MEM3
DEX
STX MEM3
CPX#$0000
BEQ TXDLP5
JMP TXDLPO
TXDLP5 NOP
TXEND RETURN
SUBROUTINE ADCSET,GLOBAL
; this routine sets attributes of digitizing session
NOP
This routine sets the number of sets to digitize, the number of samples per
set, and the timer speed. The parameter list is set as follows:
"ADCSetup <Stats(T/F)> <#Sets> <Samples/set> <Rate (usec)> <Lamp delay (msec)>
AveBool

= TRUE ; samples automatically set to 255
each set statistically processed
only AVE and STD reported
= FALSE: raw data stored

Set
= the number of times the source lamp is turned on.
Sample
= number of digitizations made and stored per half set.
Time Constant
= the FRC time to continue digitizing.
Lamp Delay = number of milliseconds lamp is turned on before sample collection begins.
If no parameters are found on list, the routine will display attributes
; get parameter 1 and check for TRUE
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LDX#RXBUF
LDAB#01
CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB#$00
BEQ DSPATO
LDAAX
: 54 HEX IS ASCII FOR A "T, 46 HEX FOR A T"
CMPA#$54
BEQ SETTRU
CMPA#$46
BEQ SETFAL
JMP ERMES
; no paranfieters..display attributes
DSPATO JMP DISAIT
; Incorrect parameter list message
ERMES LDX#PMES2
_CALLR MESSAGE
_RETURN
SETTRU LETAVEFLG:=#TRUE
BRA SETLP1
SETFAL LETAVEFLG:=#FALSE
; Get second parameter.the number of sets and store In NMSETS (16 bits)
SETLP1 LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #02
CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB #$00
BEQ ERMES
_CALLR DECTOBIN
LDAB lOSTR
LDAAI0STR1
STD NMSETS
; Get third parameter.the number of samples per set and store in NMSMPS (16bit)
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #03
CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB #$00
BEQ ERMES
CALLR DECTOBIN
LDABlOSTR
LDAAIOSTR1
STD NMSMPS
; Get fourth parameter.the timer speed setting (16bits)
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #04
_CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB #$00
BEQ ERMES
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_CALLR DECTOBIN
LDAB lOSTR
LDAAI0STR1
STD DGTMR
; Get fifth parameter..the timer speed setting (16bits)
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #05
_CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB#$00
BEQ ERMES
_CALLR DECTOBIN
LDABlOSTR
LDAA I0STR1
STD LMPDLA
.RETURN
display attributes
TMPATT FCB $0D
FCC 'Cun-ent: <Stats(T/F)> <#Sets> <Samples/Set> <Rate(us)> '
FCC '<Lamp Delay(ms)>'
FCB $0D
FCC
FCB $0D,$00.$00,$00
; construct output message
DISATT NOP
; create template
LDX#TXBUF
STX TEMP2
LDX#TMPATT
LDAB #150
_CALLR MOVEIT
: display T/F boolian flag
LDAAAVEFLG
CMPA#TRUE
ONE DISAT1
LDAA #$54
STAA TXBUF+#87
BRA DISAT2
DISAT1 LDAA #$46
STAATXBUF+#87
: display number of sets (16 bits)
DISAT2 NOP
LDX#NMSETS
LDD #TXBUF+#97
CALLR BNTODC
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; display number of samples per set (16 bits)
LDX#NIVISMPS
LDD#TXBUF+#106
_CALLR BNTODC
; display digitizer timing speed (16 bits)
LDD#TXBUF+#118
LDX#DGTMR
_CALLR BNTODC
; display lamp delay timing speed (16 bits)
LDD#TXBUF+#132
LDX#LMPDLA
_CALLR BNTODC
LDAB #150
STAB TXPNT
_CALLRTXON
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE ADDER,GLOBAL
; adds two N sized registers
; this routine privides multiple precision adding. The value indicated by
; the pointer in TEMP2 is added to the value indicated by X, and the result
; is placed back into the X address. The length in bytes of the multiple precision
; values must be placed in B
NOP
ADDR1

CLC
LDAAX
STX TEMPI
LDX TEMP2
ADCAX
INX
STXTEIWP2
LDX TEMPI
STAAX
INX
DECB
BNEADDR1
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE ADDWRD,GLOBAL

;adds TEMP2 to TEMPI and stores in X and TEMPI

LDD TEMPI
ADDD TEMP2
STD TEMPI
LDX TEMPI
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE ADSTA1.GLOBAL
; Calculates mean of 256 digitized samples
NOP
; this routine will find the mean and deviaion of 256 samples
; of data located in each of the digitizing collection buffers DIG1 - DIGS
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; without altering buffers (NON DESTRUCTIVE) Values are returned In MEMO and MEM1
; Input pointer should be placed In mem2 designating buffer to be used
; clear counters and pointers
LDX#BUF
STX BUFP
LETMEM4 := #$10
; beginning of outer loop
STLP2
NOP
LET MEM3 := #$0F
LDX BUFP
CLRA
CLRB
STDX
; beginning of Inner loop structure
STLP1
NOP
: first, begin by finding mean of data in sets of 16 and place
; at corresponding BUF address
; add most significant byte with 8 bit add
LDX MEM2
LDMX
LDX BUFP
LDABX
ABA
STAAX
; add least significant byte with 16 bit add ( to Include carry )
; and increment pointers two
LDX MEM2
INX
LDAB X
INX
STX MEM2
LDX BUFP
LDXX
ABX
STX TSTAT
LDD TSTAT
LDX BUFP
STDX
DEC MEM3
BNE STLP1
; 16 numbers have been added. Now divide by 16 to average by
; shifting to the right four times. Then
; Increment the BUFP and work on the next 16 numbers.
LDX BUFP
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LDDX
LSRD
LSRD
LSRD
LSRD
STDX
LDX BUFP
INX
INX
SIX BUFP
DEC MEM4
BNE STLP2
; end of outer loop
; now average those 16 averages using the same technique
; reset counter and bufp, and clear accumulator AVE
LET MEM3 := #$10
LDX #$0000
STXAVE
LDX#BUF
STX BUFP
STLP3

NOP

; add most significant byte with 8 bit add
LDX BUFP
LDAAX
LDABAVE
ABA
STAAAVE
; add least significant byte with 16 bit add ( to inciude carry )
; and increment pointers two
LDX BUFP
INX
LDABX
INX
STX BUFP
LDX AVE
ABX
STXAVE
DEC MEIVI3
BNE STLP3
; divide the accumulated value at AVE by 16 by four
; successive shifts to right
LDD AVE
LSRD
LSRD
LSRD
LSRD
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STDAVE
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE ADSTA2,GLOBAL
; calculates average deviation from
NOP
: This routine is DESTRUCTIVE to DIG1-3 data buffers. It
; will replace them with the difference from data located In
; the AVE variable. ADSTA1 Is executed from this routine
; input designating buffer should be place in MEM2
; the average deviation is returned in STDEV
; copy value in AVE
LDXAVE
STXIVIEM5
STX MEM6
; find 2's complement of average stored in i\/IEM6
COM MEM6
COM MEM6+1
LDX MEM6
INX
STX MEM6
; begin difference loop
CLR MEM4
LDX MEM2
STX BUFP
ST2LP NOP
LDX BUFP
LDXX
LDAB MEM6+1
ABX
STXTSTAT
LDD TSTAT
LDX BUFP
STDX
LDX BUFP
LDAAX
LDAB MEM6
ABA
STAAX
; insure that the value is positive (absolute value function)
LDX BUFP
LDAAX
IF BIT 7 OFF.IN A JMP ST2L2
; test of most significant bit of MSB shows value to be negative
; take 2's complement of value
COMA
STAAX
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INX
LDAAX
COMA
STAAX
LDX BUFP
LDXX
INX
STXTSTAT
LDD TSTAT
LDX BUFP
STDX
ST2L2 LDX BUFP
INX
INX
STX BUFP
; end of loop structure
INC MEM4
BNE ST2LP
; find average of deviations, place in STDEV and return
: AVE to its correct location
_CALLRADSTA1
LDX AVE
STX STDEV
LDX MEM5
STX AVE
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE ADSTAT,GLOBAL
; binary mean and average deviation routine
NOP
; this routine will perform statistical manipulations
; AVE and STDEV on all three digitizers and present
; output as follows;
:
;
:

ADC #1 #2 #3
AVE AVE1 AVE2 AVE3
STDEV STD1 STD2 STD3

; DIGITIZER #1
LDX#DIG1+#8
STX MEM2
CALLR ADSTA1
LDD AVE
STDAVE1
LDX#DIG1+#8
STX MEM2
.CALLR ADSTA2
LDD STDEV
STD STD1
: DIGITIZER #2
LDX#DIG2+#8
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STX MEM2
CALLR ADSTA1
LDDAVE
STD AVE2
LDX#DIG2+#8
STX MEM2
_CALLRADSTA2
LDD STDEV
STD STD2
: DIGITIZER #3
LDX#DIG3+#8
STX MEM2
_CALLRADSTA1
LDD AVE
STD AVE3
LDX#DIG3+#8
STX MEM2
CALLR ADSTA2
LDD STDEV
STD STD3
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE BNTODC,GLOBAL
; output: MEM1 is length of string out
NOP

converts word In X into string at AB

STD STRPNT
LDDX
STD BINVAL
STD TEMPI
LDX#STRBUF
LDAB #$10
LDAA#SPACE
; call clear memory routine
_CALLR CLRMEM
LDX#TENTHO
STX DECPNT

store AB as string pointer
load value to convert from X
store binary value at BINVAL
and TEMPI
load pointer string buffer
load for 16 bits
set area to be cleared with spaces

LDAA#$05
STAA MEMO
CLR MEM1
BNDC NOP
JSR DECQVL
JSR CHROUT
LDX DECPNT
INX
INX
STX DECPNT
DEC MEMO
BNE BNDC
.RETURN
CHROUT

NOP

load X with pointer to 10000
store as decimal pointer
load A with value of 4
store as decremented loop counter at MEMO
store string offset from Initial string pointer
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LDXSTRPNT
LDAA DGTCNT
BEQ SZERO
2RRTNADDA#$30
STAAX
INX
STX STRPNT
INC MEM1
.RETURN
SZERO LDAB MEM1
BNEZRRTN
LDAB MEMO
CMPB#$01
BEQ ZRRTN
.RETURN
DECQVLLDXX
STXTEMP2
CLR DGTCNT
LDX BINVAL
STX TEMPI
DCLOOP NOP
JSR SUBWRO
STX BINVAL
BPLINCRVL
JSR ADDWRD
STX BINVAL
.RETURN
INCRVL INC DGTCNT
BRA DCLOOP
TENTHO
ONETHO
HUNRED
TEN
ONE

FCB
FCB
FCB
FCB
FCB

$27,$10
$03,$E8
$00.$64
$00,$0A
$00,$01

SUBROUTINE BOOTLCD, GLOBAL
NOP
; Turn on and initialize LCD DISPLAY

; Turn LCD and reset routine

; turn on device port
LETPORT6:=#DEVICE
; turn on LCD display power
LET DEVO := #LCDON
:

INITIALIZE LCD DISPLAY

; wait approximately 15 ms
;*note ; inner loop t}=0 to 255 times 1.8 ms
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BT1

CLRB
INC B
_CALLR PAUSE13
CMP B #10
BNE BT1
LET DEVI := #RESMOD

; wait approximately 5 ms
CLRB
BT2 INC B
CALLR PAUSE13
CMP B #03
BNE BT2
LET DEVI := #RESMOD
; wait 1.5 ms
_CALLR PAUSE13
LET DEVI := #RESMOD
CALLR PROCBF
LET DEVI := #$08
_CALLR PROCBF
LET DEV1 := #CLRMOD
CALLR PROCBF
LET DEVI := #$07
_CALLR PROCBF
SET LCD MODULE PARAMETERS
LET DEVI := #FCTMOD
CALLR PROCBF
LET DEVI := #DISMOD
CALLR PROCBF
LET DEVI := #CLRMOD
_CALLR PROCBF
LET DEVI := #ENTMOD
CALLR PROCBF
RETURN
SUBROUTINE CALLREM,GLOBAL
NOP
; two stack parameters, CALLREMOTE <ID> <TIME ms>
LETP0RT6:=#DEVICE
; Get first parameter.the ID of the wake up unit (8 bits)
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB#01
_CALLR FINDPAR
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CMPB#$00
BEQ GERMES
; write to Serial 10 board
CALLR DECTOBIN
LDABlOSTR
STAB DEV6+$1
; Get second parameter..transmitter powerup time (ms) 16 bits
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #02
CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB#$00
BEQ CERMES
CALLR DECTOBIN
LDABlOSTR
LDAAI0STR1
STD TXTIWR
; Get third parameter.number of ms to call (16 bits)
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #03
CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB #$00
BEQ CERIUIES
_CALLR DECTOBIN
LDABlOSTR
LDAA iOSTRI
STD CALTMR
; begin calling sequence
LET DEV6 := #TRNSON
LDXTXTMR
_CALLR PAUSE
LET DEV6 := #TXCALL
LDX CALTiVIR
_CALLR PAUSE
LET DEV6 := #RSION
.RETURN
CERMES LDX#PMES2
CALLR MESSAGE
_RETURN

SUBROUTINE CLRLCD, GLOBAL
NOP
LET PORTS := #DEVICE
CALLR PROCBF

; Clear LCD routine
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LET DEVI := #CLRMOD
_CALLR PROCBF
_RETURN
SUBROUTINE CLRMEM,GLOBAL
; initializes a block of memory
; the following routine will initialize memory contents to A starting
: at X to X+B
NOP
STAAX
INX
DECB
BNE CLRMEM
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE COLLECT,GLOBAL
NOP
; this subprogram will collect [MEM3] #samples of data from
; digitizers on DEV3 though DEV5 and store in respective
; buffers
; load timer output compare register 2 with sampling time (microseconds)
LDX DGTMR
STXOCR2
; NOTICE; the digitizer must have already been turned on and
; the condition of the lamp set.
; clear data pointers and counters
LDX NMSMPS
STX MEM3
LDX#DIG1
STXDIG1P
LDX#DIG2
STX DIG2P
LDX#0IG3
STX DIG3P

: Top of loop
DGLP1 NOP
; timing pause
DGLPA LDAA TCSR2
ANDA #$20
BEQ DGLPA
: reset OCF2 bit 5
LDX DGTMR
LDAA TCSR2
STX0CR2
; begin data collection loop of [MEM3] #samples and store in DIG1-3
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;
;

;
;
;

set up slow memory read sequence for master
digitizer, read controling byte
SEI
LETC0NP5 :=#CP5SM
LDAA DEV3
STAA MEMO+1
disable slow memory read-conversion completed
and read in high order byte of master digitizer
The EORA sets the min value at zero
LETC0NP5 :=#CP5PWU
LDAA DEV3+1
EORA #$08
ANDA#$OF
STAA MEMO

; reset free running counter
LDX#$0000
STX PRC
;
;

read in all slave dlbitlzer data
slave #1 (500 nm)
LDAA DEV4
STAAMEM1+1
LDAA DEV4+1
EORA #$08
ANDA#$OF
STAA MEM1

;

slave #2 (458 nm)
LDAA DEV5
STAA MEM2+1
LDAA DEV5+1
EORA #$08
ANDA#$OF
STAA MEM2

; re-enable interrupts
:
CLi
; store data collected into respective data registers
:

LET P0RT6 := #RBANKO
LDD MEMO
LDXDiGIP
STDX
INX
INX
STXDIG1P
LDD MEM1
LDX DiG2P
STDX
INX
INX
STX DIG2P
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LDD MEM2
LDX DIG3P
STDX
INX
INX
STX DIG3P
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
; bottom of loop structure
LDX MEM3
DEX
STX MEM3
CPX#$0000
BNE DGLP9
BRA DGLP8
DGLP9 JMP DGLP1
; finished collecting [MEMS] #samples from all three digitizers
DGLP8 NOP
CLI
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE COMPLM,GLOBAL
; finds 2's complement of N sized register
; this routine forms the two's complement of a multiple precision
; binary number with LSB located at X with length B
NOP
NEGX
COMP1 DECB
BNE MORCOM
.RETURN
MORCOM INX
BCC COMPLM
COMX
BRA COMP1

SUBROUTINE CPRCON,GLOBAL
; compares two N sized registers
; this routine compares two multipie precision values indicated by
: pointers TEMPI and TEMP2, with length specified by B
NOP
DEX
STXTEMP2
CPRMEM LDX TEMPI
LDAAX
DEX
STX TEMPI
LDXTEMP2
CMPAX
BNE CPRET
DECB
BNE CPRCON
CPRET
RETURN
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SUBROUTINE DECDIV,GLOBAL

; decimal divide routine

LDAB#$06
STAB DGTCNT
LDX#DCPPO
JSR CLRMEM

; set up digit counter
; store digit counter in memory
: set point to quotient
; clear quotient storage

DVNEXT

LDX#DCOP
STXTEMP2
LDX#DCAC
LDAB#$04
BSR SUBTRC
JMP SUBDON
INC DCPP1
BRA DVNEXT

; set pointer to DIVIDEND
; store in memory
; set pointer to DIVISOR
; set precision counter
; subtract DIVISOR from DIVIDEND
; if borrow, exit subtraction
; increment decimal counter
; continue divide loop

SUBDON

LDX#DCOP
STX TEMP2
LDX#DCAC
LDAB#$04
JSR ADDER

; set precision counter
; store pointer in memory
; set pointer to DIVIDEND
; set precision counter
; add DIVISOR back to DIVIDEND

DEC DGTCNT
BEQ DECDVX
LDAA#$04

decrement digit counter
=0, return
set rotate right counter

RESULT

LDX#DCPP1
LDAB #$03
JSR ROTATL
LDX#DCOP
LDAB #$04
JSR ROTATL
DEÇA
BNE RESULT
BRA DVNEXT

set pointer to QUOTIENT
set precision counter
rotate QUOTIENT right
set pointer to DIVIDEND
set precision counter
rotate DIVIDEND left
decrement roate counter
not-=0, continue rotating QUOTIENT
continue division loop

DECDVX

.RETURN

SUBROUTINE DECTOBIN,GLOBAL ; string to binary conversion
; this routine converts string pointer X of string length B to binary
: at lOLSW
; output is place at lOSTR: (BIN LEN B)@X~>IOSTR
NOP

STX TEMP4
. STABMEM3
LDX #IOSTR
CLRA
LDAB #$05
_CALLR CLRMEiVI
FPINLO

: store X and B
: clear 10 work areas

LDXTEMP4
LDAA X
; convert character to BCD number and store
SUBA#$30
; in lOLSW
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STAA lOLSW
; clear higher order bytes
CLR lONSWL
CLR lONSWH
CLR lOMSW
CLRlOEXP
INX
; increment mantissa pointer
STXTEMP4

FPiNLI

LDX #IOLSW
STXTEMP2
LDX#IOSTR
LDAB#$05
CALLR ADDER

; perfomn addition and place in iOSTR

DEC IUIEM3
BEQ FPINL1
JSR DECBiN
BRA FPiNLO

; finlsted last digit?
: multiply lOSTR by ten

RETURN

SUBROUTINE DELETE,GLOBAL
; command line file delete program
; this routine deletes parameter one off the directory
NOP
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB#01
CALLR FiNDPAR
_CALLR DELFILE
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE DELFILE,GLOBAL
; this routine deletes a description
; This routine deletes a description from the description table
; X points to a string which will be removed from the table pointed to
; by DESTBL. An error will be issued if filename is unique (does not
: exist in directory
STX MEMO
STAB MEM1

; store pointer to parameter MEMO
; length of string

; file name is on list., check if it exists in desc table
DELLPO CALLR FNDVAR
CPX#$0000
BNE DELLP1
; filename does not exist..Issue file not found error
LDX#PMES4
CALLR MESSAGE
.RETURN
: test to see if file is protected (ROMPRO or PROT)
DELLP1 STAB MEM2
; store parameter count in des table
LDAAX
CMPA#ROMPRO
BEQ DELPT
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CMPA#PROT
BEQ DELPT
BRA DELLP2
: program has protected or ROMPRO token, cannot erase
DELPT LDX#PMES6
CALLR MESSAGE
^RETURN
; delete file name and association
DELLP2 LDXDESTBL
LDAB MEM2
_CALLR FINDPAR
; find X and len of string to del
STX TEMPI
ABX
INX
STXTEMP2
DELLP3 LDX TEMP2
LDAAX
INX
STXTEMP2
LDX TEMPI
STAAX
INX
STX TEMPI
CMPA#END
BNE DELLP3
; move address tabie

; move description tabie

LDXADDTBL
LDAB MEM2
ASLB
ABX
STX TEMP2
INX
INX
STX TEMPI
DELLP4 LDX TEMPI
LDAAX
INX
STX TEMPI
LDXTEMP2
STAAX
INX
STXTEMP2
CPX DESTBL
BLT DELLP4
RETURN
SUBROUTINE DGDFLP,GLOBAL

; converts digitizer data to floating point

; this routine takes the data pointed to at X and converts to FP in FPACC
NOP
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LDDX
STAB FPLSW
STAA FPNSWL
CLR FPNSWH
CLR FPMSW
CLR FPLSWE
LDAA#$1F
STAA FPACCE
CALLR FPNORM
_CALLR FPOUT
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE DGTOCH,GLOBAL
; binary word to HEX string conversion
NOP
; convert digital to HEX characters and place in buffer at mem1
LDAA MEMO
ANDA #$0F
ADDA #$30
IFAGT#$39 ADDA #$07
LDX MEM1
STAAX
LDAA MEMO+1
ASRA
ASRA
ASRA
ASRA
ANDA#$OF
ADDA #$30
IFAGT#$39 ADDA #$07
LDX MEM1
INX
STAAX
LDAA MEMO+1
ANDA#$0F
ADDA #$30
IFAGT#$39 ADDA #$07
LDX MEM1
INX
INX
STAAX
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE DIR,GLOBAL
; displays file allocation table
; this routine prints out a list of all system functions available
; listed in descriptions table
NOP
;

Get length of description table
LDX DESTBL

_CALLR GTLNDS
INCB
; added here
STAB TXPNT
:

Copy into transmit buffer
LDX#TXBUF
STX TEMP2
LDX DESTBL
_CALLR MOVEIT

:

replace all spaces with CR in TXBUF
LDAB TXPNT
LDX#TXBUF-1

DIRLPO INX
DECS
BEQ DIREXT
LDAAX
CMPA #SPACE
BNE DIRLPO
LDAA#CR
STAAX
BRA DIRLPO
DIREXT _CALLR TXON
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE DIRECT,GLOBAL
; tests RS232 on init for direct connection
; this routine checks to see If computer
; communication is direct RS232
NOP

LET SIOPNT := #RS232
DIRLP4 LDX#TXBUF
STXTEMP2
LDX#TMESA
LDAB TMESAL
STAB TXPNT
_CALLR MOVEIT
_CALLR TXON
_CALLR RXON
LDX#RXBUF
STX RXPNT
CLR RXRDR
; initiate 2 sec wait
LDX #2000
CALLR PAUSE
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; wait display pause amout of time to check for iteyboard responce
; Response is satisfied if tiie LAST character entered within the
: time frame is a carriage return (CR)
; Delete any garbage stored in capture buffer RXBUF
DIRLP2

LDM RXRDR
CMPA#CR
BNE DIRLP3
LETSIOPNT := #RS232
LDX#TMESOK
LDAB #28
_CALLR TXOUT
LDX#MESSOK
LDAB #LiNE1
_CALLR SAY
.RETURN

DIRLP3

LDX#TMESNO
LDAB #26
_CALLR TXOUT
LDX#MESNOK
LDAB#UNE1
_CALLR SAY

CLR SIOPNT
CALLR RADIOIN
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE DPAUSE, GLOBAL
NOP
; 1 Second display pause

; 1 sec display pause

CLR MEM8
CLRB
DPI

CALLR PAUSE13
iNCB
BNE DP1
INC MEM8
IF MEM8 NE #3 BRA DP1
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE FINDPAR,GLOBAL

; Finds parameter location and size of text string

; this routine finds the location and size of a string parameter located
; at pointer X, parameter number B ( B=0 Is command, B=1 is first etc)
: INPUT
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:
X = pointer to string buffer
;
B = Parameter number (B=0 is command)
: OUTPUT:
:
X = pointer to parameter
;
8 = Length of parameter
NOP
LOOK1 LDAAX
INX
CMPA#END
BEQ LQUIT
; end of entry found
CIVIPA#SPACE
BNE LOOK1
DECS
BNE LOOK1
; found beginning of B parameter
STX TEMPI
LOOK2 LDAAX
INX
INCB
CMPA#END
BEQ LQUIT
CMPA#SPACE
BNE LOOK2
DECB
: found length
LDX TEMPI
.RETURN
LQUIT CLRB
; parameter does not exist
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE FNDVAR,GLOBAL
; reset description pointer, address table pointer and mbuf pointer
; X points to beginning of string to check for..If not found in
; list, X Is returned as $0000, else its the pc, var address whatever
STX TEMP2
CLR MEM4

: store beginning of search location
; clear description counter

LDX ADDTBL ; reset address table and description table pointer
STX TBLPNT
LDX DESTBL
STX DESPNT
VARLPB LDXTEMP2
STX VARPNT

: mai(e VARPNT point to beginning

; begin comparison of strings
VARLPA LDX VARPNT
LDAAX

; retrieve next byte in receive buffer
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LDX DESPNT
LDABX

; retrieve next byte in description listings

CBA
BNE OUT4

: string mismatch found

CMPB #SPACE
BEQ OUT3

; end of description reached, command found

INX
STX DESPNT
LDXVARPNT
INX
STXVARPNT

; increment pointers

BRAVARLPA
; string validated routine
OUT3 LDXTBLPNT
LDDX
STD TEMP2
LDXTEMP2
LDAB MEM4
.RETURN
: string mismatcli routine
0UT4 INX
STX DESPNT
LDAAX

load associated vector address into X
place vector address in X and return
place description count in B

; load in character following mismatch

CMPA #END
BEQ NTFND

; entered string not found in table

CMPA#SPACE
BNE 0UT4

; have not found end of current description

INX
STX DESPNT

; move pointer to beginning of new description

INC MEM4

; increment counter of listing

LDX TBLPNT
iNX
INX
STX TBLPNT

: increment Address Table Pointer two bytes

BRA VARLPB

; begin checking again

: item not found.Piace X=$0000
NTFND LDX #$0000
.RETURN
LETERR LDX#PMES2
CALLR MESSAGE
_RETURN
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SUBROUTINE FPADD,GLOBAL
; floating point add routine
: this routine adds two binary floating point numbers ; FPOP+FPACC~>FPACC
NOP
TST FPMSW
BNE NONZAC
MOVOP LDX#FPLSW
STXTEMP2
LDX#FOPLSW
LDAB#$05
JIVIP MOVEIT
NONZAC TST FOPMSW
BNE CKEQEX
.RETURN
CKEQEX LDX#FPACCE
LDAAX
CIVlPA FOPEXP
BEQ SHACOP
NEGA
ADDA FOPEXP
BPL SKPNEG
NEGA
SKPNEG CMPA#$20
BIVII LINEUP
LDAB X
LDAA FOPEXP
SBA
BPL MOVOP
.RETURN
LINEUP

LDAA FOPEXP
LDABX
SBA
TAB
BMI SHIFTO
MORACC LDX#FPACCE
BSR SHLOOP
DECB
BNE IWORACC
BRA SHACOP
SHIFTO
LDX#FOPEXP
BSR SHLOOP
INCB
BNE SHIFTO
SHACOP CLRFPLSWE
CLR FOLSWE
LDX#FPACCE
BSR SHLOOP
LDX#FOPEXP
BSR SHLOOP
LDX#FOLSWE
STXTEMP2
LDX#FPLSWE
LDAB #$05
CALLR ADDER
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JMP FPNORM
SHLOOP INCX
DEX
TBA
LDAB#$05
FSHIFT

TSTX
BMI BRING1
CALLR ROTATR
BRA RESCNT

BRING1 SEC
_CALLR ROTR
RESCNT TAB
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE FPD10,GLOBAL
; this routine divides FPACC by 10
NOP

; floating point divide by ten

LDAA#$FD
STAA FOPEXP
LDAA#$66
STAA FOPMSW
STAA FOPNSH
STAA FOPNSL
LDAA#$67
STAA FOPLSW
_CALLR FPMULT
INC lOEXPD
RETURN
SUBROUTINE FPDIV,GLOBAL
; floating point divide routine
: this routine divides two binary floating point numbers: FPACC/FPOP~>FPACC
; not all of the supporting subroutines are completed.
NOP
_CALLR CKSIGN
TST FPIMSW
BEQ DERROR
SUBEXP LDAA FOPEXP
SUBA FPACCE
INCA
STAA FPACCE
SETDCT LDAA#$1F
STAA CNTR
DIVIDE

BSR SETSB1
BlUli NOGO
LDX#FOPLSW
STXTEMP2
LDX#WORKO
LDAB#$04

_CALLR MOVEIT
SEC
BRA QUOROT
DERROR LDX#DIVBYZ
LDAB#LINEO
_CALLR SAY
.RETURN
DIVBYZ FCC

"Divide by Zero*"

SETSB1 JMP SETSUB
NOGO

CLC

QUOROT LDX#W0RK6
LDAB#$04
_CALLR ROTL
LDX#FOPLSW
LDAB#$04
CALLR ROTATL
DEC CNTR
BNE DIVIDE
BSR SETSUB
BMI DVEXIT
LDAA#$01
ADDA W0RK6
STAA W0RK6
LDAA#$00
ADCA WORK?
STAA WORK?
LDAA#$00
ADCA WORKS
STAA WORKS
LDAA#$00
ADCA W0RK9
STAA W0RK9
BPL DVEXIT
LDX#W0RK9
LDAB#$04
_CALLR ROTATR
INC FPACCE
DVEXIT LDX#FPLSWE
STXTEMP2
LDX#W0RK5
LDAB#$05
JMP EXMLDV
SETSUB LDX#WORKO
STXTEMP2
LDX#FPLSW
LDAB#$04
CALLR MOVEIT
LDX#WORKO
STXTEMP2
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SUBBER
SUBLP1

:

LDX#FOPLSW
LDAB#$04
CLC
LDAA X
STX TEMPI
LDXTEMP2
SBCAX
STAAX
INX
STXTEMP2
LDX TEMPI
INX
DECS
BNE SUBLP1
TSTW0RK3
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE FPINP,GLOBAL
; converts string to 2's floating point
; this routine converts a texts string into binary floating point
; X contains pointer to string input
: FPACC contains output floating point: (ASCII)@X->FPACC
; string field must be as follows;
:
(sign) (0) (.) (XXXXXXX) (E) (sign) (XX)
: field placement
0
1
2
3-9
10 11 12-13
; where X designates BCD characters (0-9)
NOP
STX TEMPS

; store pointer

LDAB #12
; create exponent pointer
ABX
LDAB #$02
CALLR DECTOBIN
LDAAlOSTR
STAAlOEXPD

FPINL4

LDXTEMP3
LDAB #11
ABX
LDAAX
CMPA#$2B
BEQ FPINL4
NEG iOEXPD
NOP

; correct for sign of exponent

LDX TEMPS
; create mantissa pointer
LDAB #$03
ABX
; specify mantissa size
LDAB #$07
_CALLR DECTOBIN
LDX #FPLSW
STX TEMP2
LDX#IOSTR
LDAB #$04
_CALLR MOVEIT

: move binary into FPACC
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LDX TEMP3
LDAAX
CMPA #$2D
BNE FPINI^
LDX#FPLSW
LDAB#$04
_CALLR COMPLiVI
FPiNL2

FPINL3

: check sign of mantissa
; is mantissa positive (- sign)

LDAA#$1F
STAA FPACCE
_CALLR FPNORiW
LDAB#$07
STAB MEMO
CALLRFPD10
DEClOEXPD
DEC MEMO
BNE FPINL3

EXPOK

TST lOEXPD
BMi MINEXP
BNE EXPFiX
.RETURN

EXPFIX

CALLR FPX10
BNE EXPFIX
.RETURN

MINEXP _CALLR FPD10
BNE MINEXP
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE FPMULT,GLOBAL
; floating point multiply routine
; this routine multiplies two binary floating point numbers: FPACC*FPOP~>FPACC
NOP
BSR CKSIGN
ADDEXP LDAA FOPEXP
ADDA FPACCE
INCA
STAA FPACCE
SETMCT LDAA#$1F
STAA CNTR
MULTIP
LDX#FPMSW
LDAB#$04
_CALLR ROTATR
BCC NADOPP
ADOPPP
LDX#MCAND1
STXTEMP2
LDX#W0RK1
LDAB#08
CALLR ADDER
NADOPP
LDX#W0RK8
LDAB#$08
CALLR ROTATR

; carry equals zero, no add opp

DEC CNTR
BNE MULTIP
LDX#W0RK8
LDAB#$08
CALLR ROTATR
LDX#W0RK4
LDAAX
ROLA
BPL PREXFR
LDAB#$04
LDAA#$40
ADDAX
CROUND
STAAX
INX
LDAA#$00
ADCAX
DECS
BNE CROUND
STAAX
PREXFR LDX#FPLSWE
STXTEMP2
LDX#W0RK4
LDAB#$05
EXMLDV _CALLR MOVEIT
CALLR FPNORM
LDAA SIGNS
BNE MULTEX
LDX#FPLSW
LDAB#$04
CALLR COMPLM
MULTEX .RETURN
CKSIGN LDAB #$0A
LDX#WORKO
CLMOR1 CLRX
INX
DECB
BNE CLM0R1
LDAB #$05
LDX#MCANDO
CLMOR2 CLRX
INX
DECB
BNE CLM0R2
LDAA #$01
STAA SIGNS
LDAA FPMSW
BPL OPSGNT
NEGFPA DEC SIGNS
LDX#FPLSW
LDAB #$04
CALLR COMPLM
OPSGNT TST FOPMSW
BMI NEGOP
.RETURN
NEGOP

DEC SIGNS
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LDX#FOPLSW
LDAB#$04
JMP COMPLM
SUBROUTINE FPNORM,GLOBAL
; floating point normalization routine
; this routine nonnaiizes binary floating point mantissa located in FPACC. Its operation
; Is described in the 6800 software gourmet guide pp 5.4. Eliminates leading Insignificant zeros
; and checks for mantissa value of zero.
NOP

ACCMIN

AC2ERT
LOOKO

NORiVlEX
ACNONZ

ACCSET

LDX#TSIGN
LDAA FPMSW
BMI ACCMIN
CLRX
BRAACZERT
STAAX
LDAB#$05
LDX#FPLSWE
JSR COMPLM
LDX#FPMSW
LDAB #$05
TSTX
BNE ACNONZ
DEX
DECB
BNE LOOKO
CLR FPACCE
.RETURN
LDX#FPLSWE
LDAB #$05
JSR ROTATL
TSTX
BMI ACCSET
INX
DECX
BRA ACNONZ
LDX#FPMSW
LDAB #$04
JSR ROTATR
TSTTSIGN
BEQ NORMEX
LDAB #$04
JMP COMPLM

; set pointer to sign register
; fetch FPACC MSByte
: if negative, branch
; if positive, clear sign register
: then branch to test if FPACC = 0
; set sign indicator if minus
set precision counter
set pointer to FPACC LSW-1
two's complement FPACC
set pointer to FPACC MSByte
set precision counter
see lfFPACC=0
branch if non-zero
decrement index
decrement precision
if counter not=0, continue
FPACC=0, clear exponent too
exit normalization subroutine
set pointer to FPACC LSByte-1
set precision counter
rotate FPACC left
see If 1 In MSB
positive - justified if so
else, decrement FPACC exponent
; continue rotating
; set pointer to FPACC MSByte
; set precision counter
: compensating rotate right FPACC
: test orginal sign of FPACC
; normal exit If positive
; with pntr at LSByte, set precision counter
: restore FPACC to negative & return

SUBROUTINE FPOUT,GLOBAL
; creates 2's floating point to string
; this routine creates a display string of a floating point number In decimal floating
: format : FPACC~>STRBUF(ASCII)
NOP
LDX #STRBUF
; reset string pointer buffer
STX STRPNT
LDAB #$10
; clear string buffer with spaces
LDAA #$20
CALLR CLRMEM
CLR lOEXPD
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TST FPMSW
BMI OUTNEG
LDAA#$2B
BRAAHEAD1

; test of mantissa Is negative
: if not, display + sign

OUTNEG LDX#FPLSW
LDAB#$04
_CALLR COMPLM
LDAA #$2D
; otherwise display negative
AHEAD1 JSRECHO
LDAA #$30
; display 0
JSR ECHO
LDAA #$2E
; display decimal point
JSR ECHO
DEC FPACCE
DECEXT BPLDECEXD
LDAA #$04
ADDA FPACCE
BPL DECOUT
_CALLRFPX10
DECREP LDAA FPACCE
BRA DECEXT
DECEXD CALLR FPD10
BRA DECREP
DECOUT LDX#IOSTR
STXTEMP2
LDX#FPLSW
LDAB#$04
_CALLR MOVEIT
CLRI0STR4
LDX#iOSTR
LDAB#$04
JSR ROTATL
JSR DECBIN
COMPEN INC FPACCE
BEQ OUTDIG
LDX#I0STR4
LDAB#$05
CALLR ROTATR
BRA COMPEN
OUTDIG LDAA #$07
STAA CNTR
LDAAIOSTR4
BEQ ZERODG
OUTDGS LDA,4 I0STR4
ADDA #$30
JSR ECHO
DECRDG DEC CNTR
BEQ EXPOUT
BSR DECBIN
BRA OUTDGS
ZERODG DEClOEXPD
TSTI0STR3
BNE DECRDG

TSTIOSTR2
BNE DECRDG
TSTI0STR1
BNE DECRDG
TSTlOSTR
BNE DECRDG
CLRlOEXPD
BRA DECRDG
DECBIN CLR I0STR4
; copies binary in lOSTR to lOLSW
LDX#IOLSW
STXTEMP2
LDX#!OSTR
LDAB#$05
_CALLR MOVEIT
LDX#iOSTR
LDAB#$05
_CALLR ROTATL
LDX#IOSTR
LDAB#$05
_CALLR ROTATL
LDX#!OLSW
STXTEIWIP2
LDX#IOSTR
LDAB#$05
_CALLR ADDER
LDX#IOSTR
LOAB#$05
JIWIP ROTATL
EXPOUT LDAA #$45
; ASCii FOR "E"
JSR ECHO
TST lOEXPD
BlUIl EXOUTN
LDAA #$2B
; display +
BRAAHEAD2
EXOUTN NEG lOEXPD
LDAA#$2D
AHEAD2 JSR ECHO
CLRB
LDAA lOEXPD
SUBI2

SUBA#$OA
BMITOMUCH
STAAlOEXPD
INCB
BRA SUB12

TOMUCH TBA
ADDA #$30
JSR ECHO
LDAAlOEXPD
ADDA #$30
ECHO

PSHX
LDX STRPNT
PSHA
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STAAX
INX
STX STRPNT
PULX
PULA
RTS
SUBROUTINE FPSUB,GLOBAL
; floating point subtract routine
; this routine subtracts two binary floating point numbers: FPOP-FPACC~>FPACC
NOP
LDX#FPLSW
LDAB#$04
CALLR COMPLIVI
JMP FPADD
SUBROUTINE FPX10,GLOBAL
; floating point times ten
; this routine multiplies FPACC by 10
NOP
LDAA#$04
STAA FOPEXP
LDAA#$SO
STAA FOPMSW
CLRA
STAA FOPNSL
STAA FOPNSH
STAA FOPLSW
_CALLR FPMULT
DEClOEXPD
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE GREET,GLOBAL

; Writes Greeting on LCD screen

Welcome execution message
NOP
LETPORT6:=#DEVICE
LDX#MESSF
LDAB#LINEO
CALLR SAY
LDX#MESSG
LDAB#LINE1
_CALLR SAY
_CALLR DPAUSE
RETURN
SUBROUTINE GTLNAD,GLOBAL
; retrieves the length in words of the address table located at X and places
; it In B (INCLUDES ENDING TOKEN)
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CLRB
GTLNL2 INCB
LDAAX
INX
LDABX
INX
CMPA#$00
BNE GTLNL2
CMPB#$00
BNE GTLNL2
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE GTLNDS,GLOBAL
; retrieves the length of the description table located at X and
; places it in B (INCLUDES ENDING TOKEN)
CLRB
GTLNL1 INCB
LDAAX
INX
CMPA#END
BNE GTLNL1
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE INCMEM,GLOBAL
; increments an N sized register at X
; this routine increments an N sized register specified at X with byte length B
NOP

INRET

INCX
BNE INRET
INX
DECB
BNE INCMEM
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE INIT, GLOBAL
NOP

; initialization routine

; Initialize system and program variables on
; powerup and reset
; System variables
LET DDR6 := #DDR6 V
LET DDR2 := #DDR2_V
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
LETTCSR1
LETTCSR2
LETTCSR3

:=
:=
:=

#TC1DEF
#TC2DEF
#TC3DEF

LETC0NP5 := #CP5FST
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; load data direction registers and PORT 2
LETTCONR := #BAUD
LET RMCR := #RMCR_V
; check to see if RAI\1 function description table already exists
LDAA DESCRE
CMPA#TRUE
BRA INSKIP
; copy ROM description table and address table into volatile RAM space
LDAA#TRUE
STAA DESCRE
;

retrieve length of description table at X, return in 8
LDX#RDESCR
_CALLR GTLNDS
LDX#DESCRP
STXTEMP2
LDX#RDESCR
_CALLR MOVEIT

:

retrieve length of ADD table
LDAB#34
LDX#ATABLE
STX TEMP2
LDX#RATABL
_CALLR MOVEIT

INSKIP NOP
: Program variables
CLR TXPNT
CLR SIOFLG
CLR SIOPNT
; reset digitizer default variables
CLR CHKFLG
LDAA#$FF
STAA CHKOUT
; default number of sets per collection
LDX#NMSETV
STX NMSETS
; set default for number of samples per set
LDX#NMSMPV
STX NMSMPS
; set default for sampling timer
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LDX#DGTMRV
SIX DGTMR
; set default for lamp delay
LDX#1000
STX LMPDU
; operating system variables
LDX #RDESCR ; reset description pointer
STX DESTBL ; pointer to base description table (used for reset)
STX DESPNT
LDX#RATABL ; reset address table pointer
STXADDTBL ; pointer to base address table (used for reset)
STXTBLPNT
LDX#TSKLST
STXTSKPNT
CLR TSKLEN

; reset tasklist pointer and clear task length

LDX #$0000
STX JOB
; end of initlalizaion of operating system
CLI
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE MAKEFILE,GLOBAL ; this routine inserts string into des tbie
; X points to string. It shifts table up by 2 to account for
; added address value, (address tbie located below description table)
; X is returned as the address to insert the new file association
; if the filename is not unique, an error message is issued and routine
; terminated..X=0000
; check for file uniquness
STX MEMO
: store string pointer In MEM2
INCB
STAB MEM1
: store length of string
CALLR FNDVAR
CPX#$0000
BEQ MKFLP1
; file not unique error
LDX#PMES5
MKFLP2 _CALLR MESSAGE
LDX #$0000
.RETURN
; file table overflow error
MFOVF LDX#PMES7
BRA MKFLP2
; file is unique, continue
MKFLP1 LDX DESTBL
CALLR GTLNDS
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LDX DESTBL
DECB
ABX
; find end of description table
STX TEMP2
: store pointer In TEMP2
LDX MEMO
; get pointer to filename
LDAB MEM1
; get length of filename
_CALLR MOVEIT
LDAA#SPACE
STAAX
LDAA#ENO
INX
STAA X
; place In new #END token
CPX #DESOVF ; is description table getting too big?
BLT MFOVF
; display des table overflow warning
LDX MEMO
; point to string
_CALLR FNDVAR
; find occurence of string
ASLB
; multiply Index number by two for offset
LDX ADDTBL ; get base pointer to address table
ABX
; pass out pointer
_RETURN
SUBROUTINE MEMINC,GLOBAL
LDX MEMPNT
INX
INX
STX MEMPNT
_RETURN
SUBROUTINE MEMSTO,GLOBAL
{permanent storage in RAMBANK 0
LDX COUNT
BNE MEMJMP
LDAA#SPACE
LDAB#$FF
LDX #$2000
_CALLR CLRMEM
LDAA#SPACE
LDAB#$FF
LDX #$2100
CALLR CLRMEM
LDAA#SPACE
LDAB #$FF
LDX #$2200
CALLR CLRMEM
LDAA#SPACE
LDAB#$FF
LDX #$2300
CALLR CLRMEM

; transfers a block of memory from TEMP RAM to
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MEMJMP LDX MEMPNT
SIX TEMP2
LDD#DIG1
ADDD #$0600
STD ADDCHK
LDX #DIG1
LET P0RT6 := #RBANKO
_CALLR MOVEAD
LETP0RT6:=#DEVICE
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE MEMTST, GLOBAL
: print "memory test"
:
" bankO "
NOP

: load TEMP2 with memory pointer to RAMBANK 0
; load ADDCHK with bottom of transfer address
; load X with beginning of transfer address

; memory test routine

LDX#MESSO
LDAB#LINEO
_CALLR SAY
LDX#MESS1
LDAB #UNE1
_CALLR SAY
: Test RBANKO
LET PORT6 := #RBANKO
CALLR RAMTST
IF MEMO EQ #FALSE JMP MFAIL
LDX#MESS2
LDAB #LINE1
CALLR SAY
: Test RBANK1
LET PORT6 := #RBANK1
CALLR RAMTST
IF MEMO EQ #FALSE JMP MFAIL
LDX#MESS3
LDAB#LINE1
CALLR SAY
: Test RBANK2
LET PORT6 := #RBANK2
CALLR RAMTST
IF MEMO EQ #FALSE JMP MFAIL
LDX#MESS4
LDAB#LINE1
_CALLR SAY
; Test RBANK3 (Disabled) check previous RAM
LET P0RT6 := #RBANK2
CALLR RAMTST
IF MEMO EQ #FALSE JMP MFAIL
LDX#MESS5
LDAB#LINEO
_CALLR SAY
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: Test Program R0M1
IFROM1 EQ#TRUE THEN
LDX#MESS8
STX MEMO
BRA MTSO
_ENDS
MTSO

LDX#MESS7
LDAB#LINE1
_CALLR SAY
_CALLR DPAUSE

LDX#MESS6
LDAB #LINEO
_CALLR SAY
: Test Program R0M2
IF R0M2 EQ#TRUETHEN
LDX#MESS8
STX MEMO
BRA MTS1
_ENDS
LDX#MESS7
MTS1 LDAB #LINE1
CALLR SAY
CALLR DPAUSE
LET DEVI := #CLRMOD
_CALLR PROCBF
.RETURN
MFAIL LDX#MESS7
LDAB #LINEO
CALLR SAY
_CALLR DPAUSE
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE MESSAGE,GLOBAL ; Program which writes system messages out SIO
NOP
; this routine sends message in X out the SIO with TXON
STX TEMPI
LDX#TXBUF
STX TEMP2
LDX TEMPI
LDAB #$20
STAB TXPNT
CALLR MOVEIT
_CALLR TXON
_RETURN
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SUBROUTINE MOVEAD,GLOBAL
; moves a block of memory (<65536)
; this routine transfers more than 256 bytes of data
; place starting copy address in X, and ending copy address at ADDCHK
; place destination address in TEMP2
NOP
STXTEMP1
LDAAX
LDXTEMP2
STAAX
INX
STXTEiVIP2
LDX TEMPI
INX
CPX ADDCHK
BNE MOVEAD
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE MOVEIT,GLOBAL
; moves a block of memory (<256)
; the following routine moves a block of memory in X to that In TEMP2
; the number of bytes specified in accumulator B
NOP
STX TEMPI
LDAAX
LDXTEMP2
STAAX
INX
STXTEMP2
LDX TEMPI
INX
DECB
BNE MOVEIT
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE NTFMES,GLOBAL
NOP

; Special case message using MESSAGE

LDX#PMES3
STX TEMPI
JMP MESSAGE
SUBROUTINE PAUSE,GLOBAL
; X contains the number of milliseconds to pause
; control Is returned from subroutine after designated amount of time
STX MEM3
; CALL delay pause (milliseconds)
LDX #1000
STX0CR2
LDX MEM3
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PAULP STX MEM3
LDX#$0000
STX PRC
PAUP1 LDAATCSR2
ANDA#$20
BEQ PAUP1
; reset OCF2 bit 5
LDX#1000
LDAA TCSR2
STX0CR2
LDX MEM3
DEX
CPX#$0000
BNE PAULP
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE PAUSE13, GLOBAL
NOP
: Pause 1.5 ms
PS1

; 1.3ms pause

CLRA
INC A
CMP A #$00
BNE PS1
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE PHVAL1.GLOBAL

; Load the calcuated integer pH values

NOP
; Load value passed into the receiver buffer for integer values
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB #01
_CALLR FINDPAR
CALLR DECTOBIN
LDAB lOSTR
LDAAI0STR1
STD VALPH1
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE PHVAL2,GLOBAL
NOP
; Load template for display
LDX#TXBUF
STXTEMP2
LDX#PHLCD
LDAB #16
.CALLR MOVEIT

; Displays the calcuated decimal pH values on the LCD
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; Load value passed into the receiver buffer for decimal values
LDX#RXBUF
LDAB#01
_CALLR FINDPAR
_CALLR DECTOBIN
LDABlOSTR
LDAA IOSTR1
STD VALPH2
LDX#VALPH1
LDD#TXBUF+#09
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX#VALPH2
LDD#TXBUF+#12
_CALLR BNTODC
; Clear the first line on the LCD
;
LDX#MESSC
;
LDAB#LINEO
:
_CALLR SAY
:
_CALLR SPAUSE
; Clear the LCD
_CALLR CLRLCD
; Display calculated pH value on the LCD
LDX#TXBUF
LDAB #LINE1
_CALLR SAY
;
_CALLR SPAUSE
^RETURN
; Construct template for LCD output
PHLCDFCC ' pH= . '

SUBROUTINE PROCBF, GLOBAL ; LCD module wait routine
NOP
; Wait until LCD Module is ready to accept another instruction
PC1

LDAA DEV1
ANDA #$80
CMPA#$00
BNE PC1
RETURN

SUBROUTINE RADIOIN,GLOBAL
NOP
LDX#RXBUF
STX RXPNT
; disable RDR interrupt flag

LETTCSRS :=#TCSRX
LET P0RT6:= «DEVICE
LET DEV6 := #RECON
LDX#100
_CALLR PAUSE
: clear RDRF flag If set
LDAA TCSRS
LDAA RDR
; wait for input
RADWT
LDAA TCSRS
IF BIT 6 ON.IN A THEN
LDAA RDR
BRA RADWT
_ENDS
IF BIT 7 OFF.IN A BRA RADWT
; get and process Input
RADIN LDAA TCSRS
LDAA RDR
STAA RXRDR
LET TCSRS := #TCSRX
; check for special characters
CIVIPA#NULL
BEQ RADNUL
CMPA#CR
BEQ RADRET
CMPA#DEL
BEQ RADDEL
CMPA#CNTC
BEQ RADBRK
; non functional key pressed
LDX RXPNT
STAAX
INX
STX RXPNT
JMP RADWT
RADNUL
BRA RADNTF
RADDEL
NOP
LDX RXPNT
CPX#RXBUF
BEQ RADWT
DEX
STX RXPNT
JMP RADWT
; pressed control C
RADBRK NOP
LETTCSRS := #$18
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LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
LET DEV6 := #RSION
LETSIOPNT :=#RS232
^RETURN
RADRET

NOP

LDX RXPNT
LDAB#SPACE
STABX
INX
LDAB #END
STABX
LDX #RXBUF
_CALLR FNDVAR
CPX#$0000
BEG RADNTF

; place blank space after string to provide uniqueness

; place END to mark end of entry
: point at comparison string
; and check table for string name
; If zero returned, not found In table

; vector returned In X and temp2
STXJOB
: check to insure JOB begins with NOP (ROMPRO) identifier
LDAAX
CMPA#ROMPRO
BEQ RADEXE
CMPA #PROGRM
BEQ RADEXE
; not a program; EXECUTE message (Cant execute File..)
BRA RADNTF
RADEXE CLI
JSRX
BRA RADNTF
; reset receive buffer
RADNTFLDX#RXBUF
STX RXPNT
JMP RADWT
SUBROUTINE RAMTST, GLOBAL
NOP
LDX #$0100
STX MEM1
CLRA
RT1

STAAX
LDABX
CBA
BNE RTERR
INX
STX MEM1

; RAMBANK memtest routine
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INCA
LDAB MEM1
CMPB#$80
BNE RT1
LET MEMO :=#TRUE
.RETURN
RTERR LET MEMO := #FALSE
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE READ,GLOBAL
; similar to PEER in basic (16 bits)
; this routine displays contents of memory locations (words)
NOP

LDX #RXBUF
LDAB #1
_CALLR FINDPAR
CMPB #$00
BEQ LETERR
_CALLR FNDVAR
CPX #$0000
BEQ LETERR

: search RXBUF for parameters
; find parameter string and isolate
: parameter error?

: parameter error?

; convert word to floating point
_CALLR DGDFLP
LDX#TXBUF
STXTEMP2
LDX#STRBUF
LDAB #14
_CALLR MOVEIT
LETTXBUF+15:= #CR
LETTXPNT :=#15
_CALLR TXON
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE ROTARR,GLOBAL
; rotates right 2's complement of N sized register
; this routine provides the same rotation as ROTATR, but
; operates on a two's complement value, in which the most sig byte
; Is used as the sign bit.
NOP

ROTAR

RRET

ASRX
DECB
BEQ RRET
INX
RORX
BRA ROTAR
_RETURN

SUBROUTINE ROTATL,GLOBAL
; rotates left an N sized register
; the following routine will rotate left N b^es of data where
; N is specified in accumulator B, and the least sig byte of the value
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; to be rotated is stored In X
NOP
ROTL

MORRTL

CLC
ROLX
DECB
BNE MORRTL
.RETURN
INX
BRA ROTL

SUBROUTINE ROTATR,GLOBAL
; rotates right an N sized register
; the foliowing routine will rotate right N bytes of data where
; N is specified In accumulator B, and the most sig byte of the value
; to be rotated Is stored in X
NOP

CLC
ROR X
DECB
BNE MORRTR
RETURN

ROTR

MORRTR DEX
BRA ROTR
; turns receiver ON
NOP
; check what route of communication is being used..RS232 or Receiver
SUBROUTINE RXON,GLOBAL

IF SIOPNT EQ #RS232 THEN
LET PORT6 ;= #DEViCE
LET DEV6 := #RSION
_ENDS
IF SIOPNT EQ #$00 THEN
LET P0RT6:=#DEVICE
LET DEV6 := #RECON
_ENDS
; setup sequence detect bype, RX buffer pointer
LDX#RXBUF
STX RXPNT
; setup receive interrupt and status register
LET SIOFLG := #RXONFL
LETTCSRS :=#TCSRRX
CLI
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE SAY. GLOBAL

; write to LCD routine
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NOP
;
;

X points to message to display
B = #LINEO or #LINE1 (line to display on)
STX TEMPI
STABTEMP2
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
_CALLR PROCBF

; Display message located in TEMPI to LCD Module
LET DEVI := TEMP2
_CALLR PROCBF
LDAB#LENGTH
LDX TEMPI
LDAAX
SY1

LDX TEMPI
LDAAX
INX
STX TEMPI
STAA DEV1+1
_CALLR PROCBF
DECB
BNE SY1
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE SLEEPCPU,GLOBAL
NOP
LDX#PWMES
LDAB#LINEO
_CALLR SAY
_CALLR DPAUSE
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
LETDEVO:=#LCDOFF
LETDEV2:=#ADCOFF
LET DEV6 := #RECON
LET C0NP5 := #CP5SLP
LET TCSRS := TCSRSD
LET P0RT6 := #SLEEP
LDX #$5000
_CALLR PAUSE
LETDEV6:=#RSI0N
.RETURN
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SUBROUTINE SLPLCD,GLOBAL

; turns off LCD

NOP
; turn off LCD
LET P0RT6 := «DEVICE
LETDEVO:=#LCDOFF
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE SPAUSE,GLOBAL
NOP

; 1/3 sec sample pause

; 1/3 second pause
CLRB
DP2

CALLR PAUSE13
INCB
BNE DP2
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE SRCOFP,GLOBAL
NOP
LET PORT6 := #DEVICE
LET DEV2 := #SRCOFF
RETURN
SUBROUTINE SRCONP,GLOBAL
NOP
LETPORT6:=#DEVICE
LET DEV2 := #SRCON
.RETURN
SUBROUTINE SUBTRC, GLOBAL ; decimal subtract
; this routine privides multiple precision subtraction. The value Indicated by
; the pointer in TEMP2 is subtracted from the value indicated by X, and the result
; is placed back into the X address. The length in bytes of the multiple precision
; values must be placed in B
NOP
DCSB1

SEC
LDAA#$99
ADCA#$00
SBCAX
STX TEMPI
LDXTEMP2
ADCAX
DAA

set the carry flag
set BCD value of 99
add 00 to form 99 or 100 complement
of the subtrahend value
store Pointer to subtrahend
fetch pointer to minuend
add minuend to subtrahend
decimal adjust the difference
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STAAX
INK
STXTEMP2
LDX TEMPI
INX
DECB .
BNE DCSB1
ROLA
COMA
RORA
RTS

SUBROUTINE SUBWRD,GLOBAL

store the difference
advance the minuend pointer
store the minuend pointer
fetch the subtrahend pointer
advance the subtrahend pointer
decrement precision counter
not=0, continue subraction
rotate the cany into A accumuiator
compiement the canry to condition
rotate the carry back to itself
retum with resuit in subtrahend

; subtracts TEMP2 from TEMPI, stores in X and TEMPI

LDD TEMPI
SUBD TEMP2
STD TEMPI
LDX TEMPI
.RETURN

SUBROUTINE SAMPLE,GLOBAL
NOP
LET P0RT6 := #DEViCE
LET DEV6 := #TRNOFF
LET DEV2 := #ADCON
_CALLR DPAUSE
TSTLP1 NOP
LET DEV2 ;= #SRCON
LDX LMPDLA
_CALLR PAUSE
_CALLR COLLECT
:

LET DEV2 := #SRCOFF
LDAAAVEFLG
CMPA#FALSE
BNE TSTLP2
_CALLRADCDMP
.RETURN

TSTLP2 _CALLR ADSTAT
LDX LMPDLA
_CALLR PAUSE
; dear txbuf with spaces
LDAA#SPACE
LDAB#20
LDX#TXBUF
_CALLR CLRMEM

; testing data storage, dumping and displaying

LDX#AVE1
LDD#TXBUF
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX#AVE2
LDD#TXBUF+#05
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX#AVE3
LDD#TXBUF+#10
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX#STD1
LDD#TXBUF+#16
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX#STD2
LDD#TXBUF+#21
_CALLR BNTODC
LDX#STD3
LDD#TXBUF+#26
_CALLR BNTODC
LET TXBUF+#04 := #COMMA
LET TXBUF+#09 := #COMMA
LETTXBUF+#14:=#CR
LET TXBUF+#20 := #COMMA
LET TXBUF+#25 := #COMMA
LETTXBUF+#30 :=#$23
LET TXBUF+#31 := #CR
LDX#TXBUF
LET TXPNT := #16
_CALLR TXON
LDX#TBUFF
STX TEMP2
LDAB#31
LDX#TXBUF
_CALLR MOVEIT
LET TBUFF+#30 := #SPACE
LETTBUFF+#31 :=#SPACE
LDX#TBUFF
LDAB#LINEO
_CALLR SAY
LDX#TBUFF+#16
LDAB#LINE1
_CALLR SAY
_RETURN
JMP TSTLP1
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SUBROUTINE TXOFF, GLOBAL
NOP
LETPORT6:=#DEVICE
LET DEV6 := #TRNOFF

; turns transmitter OFF

.RETURN
SUBROUTINE TXON,GLOBAL
; tums transmitter ON
NOP
turn on 48 Mhz FM transmitter or RS232 interface
IF SiOPNT EQ#$00 THEN
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
LETDEV6:=#TRNS0N
LDXTXTMR
_CALLR PAUSE
LDX#TXBUF
LDAB TXPNT
_CALLR TXOUT
LDXTXTMR
_CALLR PAUSE
CLR TXPNT
RETURN
_ENDS
IF SIOPNT EQ #RS232 THEN
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
LET DEV6 := #RSION
LDX#TXBUF
LDAB TXPNT
CALLR TXOUT
CLR TXPNT
.RETURN
_ENDS
SUBROUTINE TXOUT,GLOBAL
; non intenrupt driven SIO output
; this routine writes to SIO port without requiring SIO intemipts
; port must be directed prior to proper output channeling (RS232 or TXmitter)
; X is message pointer
; B is length of message to output
; setup interrupt and trsr (status register) without Tx interrupt
NOP
LETTCSRS :=#TCSTX
INCB
CLR A
STAA TDR
BRATXWT
TXLPA LDAAX
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STAA TDR
TXWT

INX
LDAATCSRS
IF BIT 5 OFF.IN A BRA TXWT
DECB
BNE TXLPA
LETTCSRS :=#TCSRRX
.RETURN

PWMES FCC goodbye '
PWRDWN NOP
IF SIOPNT EQ #RS232 THEN
LDX#PWMES
LDAB#LINEO
_CALLR SAY
_CALLR DPAUSE
_ENDS
LET P0RT6 := #DEVICE
LETDEVO:=#LCDOFF
LETDEV2:=#ADC0FF
LETDEV6:=#REC0N
LET C0NP5 ;= #CP5SLP
LET TCSRS := TCSRSD
KILL

LET PORTS := #SLEEP
JMP KILL

IRQ1
IRQ2

NOP
CLI
RTI

Serial Communication Interrupt for TRDE

SIO

NOP

; store current registers
PSHA
PSHB
PSHX
LDX#$0000
STX SYSTMR
; decide whether interrupt was generated by receive or transmit
LDAA SIOFLG
CMPA#TXONFL
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BEQ TXPROG
CMPA#RXONFL
BEQ RXPROG
Transmitter ON interrupt routine
TXPROG

NOP

iF TXPNT EQ #$00 THEN
CLRTXCNT
LDM#NULL
; test for NULL time out sequence
DEC TM0T1
BEQ TM0R1
JIVIP SKIP
_ENDS
; reset NULL time out variable
LETTMOT1 :=#TM0T1D
DEC TXPNT
LET B := TXCNT
LDX#TXBUF
ABX
LDAAX
SKIP

LDAB TCSRS
LETTDR :=A
INC TXCNT

SIOEND NOP
PULX
PULB
PULA
CLI
RTI
; readied NULL time out
; This time out Is to save battery power. If the transmitter is
; on more than 1.91 seconds, TM0T1 will timeout and switch unit
; into the receive mode
TM0R1 NOP
; time out ..not data transmitted for 255 NULL bytes..tum off XMITR
CALLR RXON
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BRA SIOEND

Receiver ON interrupt routine *
RXPROG NOP
; first, store input data to insure integrity
; clear read ready bit
; and store captured byte
RXLP6 LDAATCSRS
LDAA RDR
STAA RXRDR
CMPA#NULL
BEQ SIONUL
CMPA#CR
BEQ SIORET
CMPA#DEL
BEQ SIODEL
;

non functional Icey pressed

LDX RXPNT
STAAX
INX
STX RXPNT
BRA SIOEND
SIONUL
BRA SIOEND
SIODEL
NOP
LDX RXPNT
CPX#RXBUF
BEQ SIOEND
DEX
STX RXPNT
BRA SIOEND
SIOBRK NOP
; pressed control C
JMP PWRDWN
SIORET

NOP

LDX RXPNT
LDAB #SPACE
STABX
INX
LDAB #END
STABX
LDX#RXBUF

; place blank space after string to provide uniqueness

; place END to mark end of entry
; point at comparison string
; and check table for string name
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_CALLR FNDVAR
CPX#$0000
BEQ SIONTF

; if zero returned, not found in table

; vector returned in X and temp2
LDD TEMP2
LDXTSKPNT
STDX
INC TSKLEN
INX
INX
STXTSKPNT
BRA SIOQUI

; load in address
: store at Tasic Pointer
; increment task length and pointer

; item not found
SIONTF LDXTSKPNT
LDD#NTFMES
STDX
INX
INX
STXTSKPNT
INC TSKLEN
; reset receive buffer
SIOQUI LDX#RXBUF
STX RXPNT
JMP SIOEND
SWI

CLI
RTI

NMI

CLI
RTI

TPMES FCC 'Computer in trap'
TRAP

LDX#TPMES
LDAB#LINEO
CALLR SAY
_CALLR DPAUSE
CLI
RTI

TOI

CLI
RTI

: system timer
;
overflow points to possible program
;
error.the timer will place unit in STBY state
OCI

CLI
RTI
LDAATCSR1
LDX#$FFFF

STX OCR1
LDX SYSTMR
INX
STX SYSTMR
CPX#SYSTMO
BEQ SYSTM1
OCIEND CLI
RTI
SYSTM1 JMPPWRDWN
ICI
CMI

CLI
RTI
CLI
RTI
END
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APPENDIX C

LISTING OF CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS SERVER SCRIPT PROGRAM
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CrossTalk SCRIPT PROGRAM
r
RSM INTERFACE
7
/* Program written by Shelley J. Coldiron beginning August 1992 7
r Copyright (c) 1991,1992,1993ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
Micro Analytical Instrumentation Center, Iowa State Univ., Ames, lA 50011 7
Declare Variables
7
GLOBAL STRING new__string, readjine, file_,name, new_name, nchar
GLOBAL STRING Number_Sets,Samples_Set, Sample_Rate, Lamp_Delay
GLOBAL STRING pH_Val_lnt, pH_Val_Dec, Sample_Stats
GLOBAL INTEGER Chani, Chan2, X, Y, answer_box, file_save, sample_num

I*
Initialization of Variables
answer_box = 1
file_save = 2
sample_num = 0

7
/* Yes = 17
/* No = 2 7

DDEINITIATE Chani ,"Projmod","Form1"
rintialize VisualBasic Labels as zero7
DDEPOKE Chani, "Label1",STR(0)
DDEPOKE Chani, "Label2",STR(0)
DDEPOKE Chani, "Label3",STR(0)
DDEPOKE Chani, "Label4",STR(0)

/^Initiate DDE channel with VisualBasic7

I* 510 nm Label 7
/* Sample # Label7
I* Lamp Ref Label 7
T 450 nm Label 7

I*
Set Conditions for Sample Collection
7
REPEAT
/* Set sampling conditions to be passed to the MPU 7
DIALOGBOX 61,50,196,96
LTEXT 6,4,160,8,'Enter # Sample sets to collect'
EDITTEXT 20,12,100,12,"1",Number_Sets
LTEXT 6,24,160,8,'Enter #Samples per set to collect'
EDITTEXT 20,32,100,12,"256",Samples_Set
LTEXT 6,44,160,8,'Enter Rate of collection per sample (us)'
EDITTEXT 20,52,100,12,"1000",Sample_Rate
LTEXT 6,64,180,8,'Enter Time Lamp is ON before data collection (>10ms)'
EDITTEXT 20,72,100,12,"1000",Lamp Delay
PUSHBUTTON 150,76,36,14,'OK,TABSTOP
ENDDIALOG
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/* Confirm selections 7
DIALOGBOX 61,50,196,76
LTEXT 6,4,190,12,'Stats #Sets #Samples Rate(us) Delay(msy
LTEXT6,16,190,12,Sample_Stats+'
'+Number_Sets+'
'+Samples_Set+
'
'+Sample Rate+'
'+Lamp Delay
LISTBOX 20,49,50,20,"Yes,No",answer box,TABSTOP
PUSHBUTTON 80,56,36,14,'OK',TABSTOP
ENDDIALOG
UNTIL answer_box = 1
I* If sampling parameter acceptable, continue 7
r Else, repeat information prompts 7
/'Send ADCSettings to CPU7
REPLY "ADCSet "Sample_Stats+" "+Number_Sets+" "+Samples_Set+;
REPLY Sample_Rate+" "•«lamp_Delay+" "
/* Wait for MPU to receive sampling conditions 7
WAIT 2 seconds
r
Select Data Save Settings
7
DIALOGBOX 61,50,196,76
LTEXT 6,4,148,8,'Save the data into a file? (Y or N)'
LISTBOX 20,20,50,20,"Yes,No",file save,TABSTOP
PUSHBUTTON 80,56,36,14,'0K',TABST0P
ENDDIALOG
LABEL Save_File
IF file_save = 2 THEN

/* If data not sleeted to save 7

{
DIALOGBOX 61,50,196,76
T Confirm choice 7
LTEXT 6,4,148,8,'DATA WILL NOT BE SAVED!'
LISTBOX 20,20,50,20,"Confirm,No (Save Data)",answer_box,TABSTOP
PUSHBUTTON 80,56,36,14,'0K',TABST0P
ENDDIALOG
ELSE
REPEAT
/* Else, save data and select file name 7
DIALOGBOX 61,50,196,76
LTEXT 6,4,148,8,'Enter file name with .bet suffix'
EDITTEXT 20,24,60,12," ",file name
PUSHBUTTON 80,56,36,14,'OIC.TABSTOP
ENDDIALOG
new_name = INSERT(file_name,"f:\sjc\comm\")
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DIALOGBOX 61,50,196,76
I* Confirm file name *!
LTEXT 6,4,160,8,'File will be saved as'
LTEXT20,19,100,12,new name
LTEXT 20.34,50,12,'Confirm: '
LISTBOX 20,49,60,20,'Yes,No",answer box,TABSTOP
PUSHBUTTON 80,56,36,14,'0K',TABST0P
ENDDIALOG
UNTIL answer_box = 1
Chan2 = FREEFILE
I* Open channel for file save */
OPEN OUTPUT flle_name AS #Chan2
}
IF answer box = 2 THEN

/* Recovery if wrong choice made on file save *!

{
file_save = 1
GOTO Save File
}
t*
Start Data Collection Routine
WHILE INTVAL(Number_Sets) > 0
REPLY "START"
REPLY chr(13)
WAIT 1 ticks

7

/*Send command to CPU to start data collection*/
I* Carriage return 7
r Wait for MPU to respond 7

WATCH FOR
/*Wait for the end of data header7
chr(13) : NEXTLINE readjine /*to start grabbing data7
ENDWATCH
X=0

/"Initialize loop counter7

WHILE X <= INTVAL(Samples_Set)
NEXTLINE readjine
/* read in line of data 7
IF file_save = 1 THEN
/* if data to be saved, write immediately to file 7
WRITE LINE #Chan2, readjine
r begin stripping data line into individual data point to transfer to VisualBasic 7
new_string = RIGHT(readJine,15)
new_string = STRIP(new string,1,0)
TEXT1 = STR(INTVAL(SLICE(new string,1,","))) T = 510 nm Label 7
TEXT2 = STR(INTVAL(SLICE(new string,2,","))) /* = Lamp Ref Lable/ 7
TEXT3 = STR(INTVAL(SLICE(new string,3,","))) t* = 450 nm Label 7
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/* pass data (as TEXT#) to VisualBasic Labels 7
DDEPOKE Chan1,"Label1",TEXT1
DDEPOKE Chan1,"Labels",TEXT2
DDEPOKE Chan1,"Label4",TEXTS
DDEPOKE Chan1,"Label2",STR(sample_num)
X = X+1
sample_num = sample_num+1

r increment Samples_Set compare value 7
/* increment sample number 7

WEND
Y = INTVAL(Number_Sets)
Y=Y-1
Number_Sets = STR(Y)

/* decrement Number_Sets compare value 7
/* pass value back to variable 7

WEND
IF file_save = 1 THEN
CLOSE

I* close any open files 7

/* Notify User That Program/Data Colleciton Completed 7
DIALOGBOX 61.50.196,76
LTEXT 6,4,148,S.'Data Collection Completed!'
PUSHBUTTON 80.56.36.14.'OK'.TABSTOP
ENDDIALOG
END
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APPENDIX D

LISTING OF VISUAL BASIC GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE PROGRAM
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REM Program written by Slielley J. Coldiron August 1992
REM Revisions by Shelley J. Coldiron beginning September 1992
REM Copyright (c) 1991,1992,1993 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
REM Micro Analytical Instrumentation Center, Iowa State Univ., Ames, lA 50011
' DECLARATIONS OF VARIABLES
Dim XI As Single
Dim X2 As Single
Dim X__Min As Integer
Dim Y_Min As Integer
Dim LeftScale As Integer
Dim WidthScale As Integer
Dim X_Hatch1 As Integer
Dim X_Hatch2 As Integer
Dim X_Hatch3 As Integer
Dim X_Hatch4 As Integer
Dim X_Hatch5 As Integer
Dim X_Hatch6 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch1 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch2 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch3 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch4 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch5 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch6 As Integer
Dim Y_Hatch7 As Integer
Dim Horz As Integer
Dim Horz1_newAs Integer
Dim Vert1_new As Integer
Dim Horz1_old As Integer
Dim Vert1_old As Integer
Dim Horz2_new As Integer
Dim Vert2_new As Integer
Dim Horz2_old As Integer
Dim Vert2_old As Integer
Dim Horz3_new As Integer
Dim Vert3_new As Integer
Dim Horz3_old As Integer
Dim Vert3_old As Integer
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Dim Horz4_new As Integer
Dim Vert4_new As Integer
Dim Horz4_old As Integer
Dim Vert4_old As Integer
Dim Start_Count As Integer
Dim Start'Âs Single
Dim Finish As Single
Dim Elapse As Single
Dim RATIO As Single
Dim SUM As Single
Dim UPPER As Single
Dim LOWER As Single
Dim NM430NEW As Single
Dim NM450NEW As Single
Dim NM510NEW As Single
Dim LMPRFNEW As Single
Dim NM4300LD As Single
Dim NM4500LD As Single
Dim NM5100LD As Single
Dim LMPRFOLD As Single

' New intensity (Y) value for 430nm
' New intensity (Y) value for 450nm
' New intensity (Y) value for 51Onm
' New intensity (Y) value for lamp reference
' Last intensity (Y) value for 430 nm
' Last intensity (Y) value for 450nm
' Last intenstiy (Y) value for 51Onm
' Last intenstiy (Y) value for lamp reference

Sub Fomn_Load ()
' Subroutine - with loading of form, execute Initialization Subroutine
Initialization
End Sub
Sub Initialization ()
' Subroutine - Initialization of variable and constants
Start = Timer
Start_Count = 0
X_Min = 0
Y^Min = 0
LeftScale = 0
WidthScale = 330
Y_Hatch1 = 500
Y_Hatch2 = 1000
Y_Hatch3 = 1500
Y_Hatch4 = 2000
Y_Hatch5 = 2500
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Y HatchG = 3000
Y_Hatch7 = 3500
Vert1_old = 0
Veirt2_old = 0
Vert3_old = 0
Vert4_old = 0
Horz1_old = 0
Horz2_old = 0
Horz3_old = 0
Horz4_old = 0
SUM = 0
RATIO = 1
NM430NEW = 0
NM4300LD = 0
NM450NEW = 0
NM4500LD = 0
NM510NEW = 0
NM5100LD = 0
LMPRFNEW = 0
LMPRFOLD = 0
TEXT1.TEXT =
End Sub
Sub Label2_Change ()
REM Subroutine - counter label box, this subroutine is executed when label
REM value changes
COUNT = Val(LABEL2.caption) ' assign tranferred label value to variable
If COUNT = -1 Then
' execute loop when program first executed
CIs
' clear screen
Initialization
' execute variable/const initialization sub.
X_Scale
' execute x-scale initialization subroutine
Y_Scale
' execute y-scale initialization subroutine
Else
If COUNT = Start_Count Then
' label X axis at zero and 300 increments
CIs
X Min = COUNT
X Hatchi = COUNT
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X_Hatch2 = COUNT + 50
X_Hatch3 = COUNT + 100
X_Hatch4 = COUNT + 150
X Hatch5 = COUNT + 200
X_Hatch6 = COUNT + 250
X_Scale
Y_Scale
DrawWidth = 1
Start_Count = Start_Count + 300
LeftScale = LeftScale + 300
Else
Horz = COUNT

' set Horz to data counter value

Horz1_new = Horz
' set new X value for 51Onm
Vert1_new = Val(LABEL1.caption)
' set new Y value for 51Onm
Line (Horz1_old, Vert1_old)-(Horz1_new, Vert1_new), Red ' join line
Horz2_new = Horz
' set new X value for lamp ref
Vert2_new = Val(LABEL3.caption)
' set new Y value for lamp ref
Line (Hor2:2_old, Vert2_old)-(Horz2_new, Vert2_new), Blue ' join line
Horz3_new = Horz
' set new X value for 450nm
Vert3_new = Val(LABEL4.caption)
' set new Y value for 450nm
Line (Horz3_old, Vert3._old)-(Horz3_new, Vert3_new), Green
'join line
Horz1_old = Horz1_new
Vert1_old = Vert1_new
Horz2_old = Horz2_new
Vert2_old = Vert2_new
Horz3_old = Horz3_new
Vert3_old = Vert3_new
End If
End If

' store X & Y value for line drawing

If COUNT > 1 Then
' NM430NEW = Val(LABEL4.caption) 'deactivated
NM450NEW = Val(LABEL4.caption)
NM510NEW = Val(LABEL1.caption)
LMPRFNEW = Val(LABEL3.caption)
LOWER = Log(NM450NEW / 4096) ' normalizing Y value of 450nm
UPPER = Log(NM510NEW/4096) ' normalizing Y value of 51Onm
RATIO = UPPER / LOWER
REM Calculate pH value of data with calibration curve
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X1 = (4.89536 + (9.56559 *X) - (13.6185 *X2) + (5.70405 *X^3) + (9.6104 *
X'^4)-(7.73415*X'^5))
X = (X1)
TEXT1.TEXT = (Str$(X))
' display pH value
End If
End Sub
Sub Form_Click ()
' Click on form with left mouse button and reinitialize graph scales
Initialization
X_Scale
Y_Scale
End Sub
Sub X_Scale ()
' Subroutine to deminsion and draw graph X
ScaleLeft = LeftScale - 30
' set far left point of graph
ScaleTop = 4500
' set top of graph
ScaleWidth = WidthScale
' set width of graph
ScaleHeight = -5000
' set graph height
CurrentX = X_Min
' position X
' position Y
CurrentY = Y_Min
DrawWidth = 2
' set line width = 2
Line (X_Min, Y_Min)-(X_Min + 300, Y_Min) ' draw X scale
Line (X_Min, Y_Min)-(X_Min, Y_Min - 50) ' begin drawing X hatch marks
Line (X_Min + 50, Y_Min)-(X_Min + 50, Y_Min - 50)
Line (X_Min + 100, Y_Min)-(X_Min + 100, Y_Min - 50)
Line (X_Min + 150, Y_Min)-(X_Min + 150, Y_Min - 50)
Line (X_Min + 200, Y_Min)-(X_Min + 200, Y_Min - 50)
Line (X_Min + 250, Y_Min)-(X_Min + 250, Y_Min - 50)
CurrentX = X_Min - 4
' position at (0,0) for X labels
CurrentY = Y_Min - 60
Print Str$(X_Hatch1)
' begin hatch labeling
CurrentX = X_Min + 46
CurrentY = Y_Min - 60
Print Str$(X_Hatch2)
CurrentX = X_Min + 96
CurrentY = Y_Min + -60
Print Str$(X_Hatch3)
CurrentX = X Min + 146
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CurrentY = Y_Min - 60
Print Str$(X_Hatch4)
CurrentX = X_Min + 196
CurrentY = Y Min - 60
Print Str$(X_Hatch5)
CurrentX = X__Min + 246
CurrentY = Y_Min - 60
Print Str$(X_Hatch6)
CurrentX = X_Min +125
CurrentY = Y__Min - 200
Print "Number of Data Points"
End Sub

' label X scale

Sub Y_Scale ()
' Subroutine to deminsion and draw Y scale
DrawWidth = 2
' begin printing Y axis label INTENSITY
CurrentX = X_Min - 27
CurrentY = Y Min + 1500
Print "Y"
CurrentX = X_Min - 27
CurrentY = Y Min + 1650
Print'T'
CunrentX = X_Min - 26
CurrentY = Y Min + 1800
Print "1"
CurrentX = X_Min - 27
CurrentY = Y_Min + 1950
Print "S"
CurrentX = X__Min - 27
CurrentY = Y Min + 2100
Print "N"
CurrentX = X_Min - 27
CurrentY = Y Min + 2250
Print "E"
CurrentX = X_Min - 27
CurrentY = Y Min + 2400
Print'T'
CurrentX = X_Min - 27
CurrentY = Y Min + 2550
Print "N"
CurrentX = X_Min - 26
CurrentY = Y__Min + 2700
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Print "1"
Line (X Min, Y MinHX Min, Y Min + 4000)
Line (X Min, Y_Min + 1Ô00)-(X_Min - 3, Y_Min +1000)
Line (X Min, Y_Mln + 2000)-(X Min - 3, Y_Min + 2000)
Line (X Min, Y Min + 3000)-(X_Min - 3, Y Min + 3000)
Line (X Min, Y_Min + 500)-(X Min - 3, Y Min + 500)
Line (X Min, Y Min + 1500)-(X Min - 3, Y Min +1500)
Line (X Min, Y Min + 2500)-(X Min - 3, Y Min + 2500)
Line (X_Min, Y_Min + 3500)-(X_Min - 3. Y_Min + 3500)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y_Min + 575
Print Str$(Y_Hatch1)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y Min + 1075
Print Str$(Y_Hatch2)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y Min + 1575
Print Str$(Y_Hatch3)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y Min + 2075
Print Str$(Y_Hatch4)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y Min + 2575
Print Str$(Y_Hatcli5)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y_Min + 3075
Print Str$(Y_Hatcli6)
CurrentX = X_Min - 20
CurrentY = Y_Min + 3575
Print Str$(Y_Hatch7)
End Sub

draw Y border
draw hatch marks

' print hatch marks

